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Chapter 1: Overview 
 

Visionary Rules is a managed solution add-on app from Visionary Software that enhances the toolbox for 

Dynamics 365 system administrators by enabling them to modify form behavior without writing 

JavaScript code.  This document is designed to assist Visionary Rules users design and build ‘rules’ that 

modify the form’s appearance, or data values, on Dynamics 365 forms.  Our Visionary Rules engine will 

then generate JavaScript code and deploy and publish this code to the target form. 

If you read NOTHING else: 
If you hate reading User Manuals, Here’s a one-page quick-start tip sheet: 

To use Visionary Rules effectively, if you are an experienced CRM System Admin, and know how to 

use and customize CRM already, here are the critical basics to master: 

1) Start by creating a new Rule Definition record.  Every rule starts the same: New Rule Definition. 

(Chapter 2).  

2) At the top of Chapter 2 are some hints on best practices for rule building…  Revisit this section 

again before you begin a major rule writing effort. 

3) Rule Event Handlers: Visionary Rules can fire onLoad or onSave of any form, and onChange of 

any field.  You specify when each rule fires (a major advantage over Microsoft’s Business Rules 

functionality) by building Rule Event Handlers.  (See Chapter 2) 

4) Validate and Deploy.  When you are done building the rule, click Validate.  The status should be 

set to “Ready To Deploy”.   (See Chapter 2) 

5) Click Deploy.  Any rules in the Ready to Deploy or Deploy status, in that entity, will be deployed 

to the CRM form, including web resource files and event handlers.  (See Chapter 2) 

6) Rule Action Type: the IF/THEN/ELSE Rule type has over 70 Action Types you can use.  This means 

that in response to virtually any combination of conditions you can think of, you can do one (or 

more) of more than 70 different actions that will affect your CRM forms and data. (Chapter 3) 

7) Rule Type:  Depending on the version you purchased, you can use different types of rules.  Each 

Rule Type requests different information from you to fill out your request.  You select the Rule 

Type on the Rule Definition form.  (See Chapter 4) 

8) When you click the “Create/Update Entity” button, we copy your CRM metadata into our tables 

and prebuild many conditions and actions, so you can simply SELECT conditions and actions 

instead of building them each, and REUSE use them in more than one rule. 
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Works Online or OnPrem 
Visionary Rules has been around for years (previously named CRM Rules), so we still support CRM 3.0, or 

any later Dynamics CRM version.  The instructions in this guide apply for every Visionary Rules version, 

including online.    

Version Change Protection 
Note that the latest version has been rebuilt to be compliant with the new UI/UCI forms.  (Note that the 

legacy CRM forms have been deprecated and will no longer work after December 2020.)   

While Microsoft has de-coupled the upcoming “Xrm.Page” change from the UI deprecation date, at 

some future date all of your JavaScript that used the “Xrm.Page” syntax will have to change.   

One important value-add from Visionary Rules is that you won’t have to rewrite your JavaScript to work 

on the new UI forms, because Visionary Rules will modify the JavaScript it creates to meet the new 

JavaScript syntax requirements of the new forms.   

In short, Rules worked on version 3.0, 4.0, CRM 2011, CRM 2013, CRM 2015, CRM 2016; it works on the 

current Dynamics 365 forms and in the new Unified Interface; and if Microsoft changes syntax again, so 

will we, so that your Rules work in the future. 

Impact of Visionary Rules 
Visionary Rules enables you to implement business requirements on Dynamics 365 forms without 

coding.  Using our system, you can easily modify the form appearance (hide and show tab and sections, 

e.g.) or populate field values, or dozens of other actions, based on field values on the current record, to 

make your system more responsive and flexible. 

On installation, we load Dynamics 365 CDS entities within your organization into the custom entities 

within the Visionary Rules solution.  With one click, we load the form, tab, section, field names, option 

set and lookup values for one entity into our system.  We then create conditions and action like “If 

Martial Status equals Single” and “Hide Section”, so that building rules is often as easily as selecting pre-

built and re-usable conditions and actions. 

Visionary Rules can enforce business rules you create: when a form is loaded (Add New or Edit), when a 

form is saved (Save, or Save and Close), or when a field value is changed on the form.  Visionary Rules, in 

almost every case, generates client-side JavaScript that impacts form behavior and appearance.   

 

  Hint: Check the Table of Contents for specific topics.  Some of the most frequently 

asked are visible in that list, for example: 

Refreshing Metadata 

When you add new fields to a CRM entity, or add or change option set values, or add 

sections or tabs to forms – anything that you might want to write a rule for - to get 

them into CRM you have to click the “Create/Update Entity Data” button on the 

entity record to refresh the metadata so that you can use that new field, or field 

value, in setting up conditions and/or actions. 
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Examples: IF/THEN/ELSE Rules 

A Visionary Rules user uses our custom forms (built as a model-driven app in Dynamics 365) to specify 

criteria, by defining conditions, and the actions to take if those conditions are true, or alternatively, 

actions to take if the condition set is false.  One Visionary Rule affects the form behavior for one or more 

forms on an entity.  An IF/THEN/ELSE rule type consists of five main components: 

Visionary Rule 
Components 

Description 

Rule Header Identify the entity and a function name on the Rule Definition form 

IF Conditions Zero or more conditions, such as “IF Contact Type = Customer”  

THEN Actions Zero or more actions that are taken if the Condition(s) are true 

ELSE Actions Zero or more actions taken if the Condition(s) are false. 

Rule Event Handlers Event handlers specify when the rule should run.  Values are onLoad of a 
form, onSave of a form, or onChange of a field value. 
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Glossary of Terms 
Term Meaning/Usage 

OOB “Out Of the Box”, typically referring to the standard functionality contained within 
CRM.  Visionary Rules greatly extends the capabilities of a System Administrator from 
what exists OOB. 

Rule A collection of conditions and actions that affect CRM 2016 form behavior. 

Rule 
Definition 

The Rule Definition entity in CRM stores the main “header” information about a rule 
and serves as the container for the many Conditions and Actions and Events that can 
be a part of each rule. 

Rule Type We have 8 Rule Types that generate different code.  Each requires different 
information from the rule designer; our forms guide you through the rule definition 
process.  The most commonly used Rule Type is the “IF/THEN/ELSE” Rule Type.  Using 
this rule type allows you to describe conditions, and one of over 70 actions to take if 
the conditions are true or false.  Each Rule Definition has one Rule Type. 

Condition Set One IF/THEN/ELSE Rule Type can have many conditions attached to it.  This is 
referred to as the Condition Set.  The Condition Set can link together conditions with 
AND and OR clauses and parenthesis, enabling far more detailed and nuanced 
conditions than possible in Microsoft’s Business Rules functionality.  The entire 
condition set is evaluated: if True, THEN actions are taken; if FALSE, ELSE actions are 
taken.  Note that often there are no conditions necessary: the onChange event for a 
field may be the only condition needed: for example, when using our Concatenation 
action type to set the Name field to the values of many fields.  This rule should run 
each time any of the fields that make up the Name concatenated value changes.  If no 
conditions are specified, the THEN actions will be taken anytime the EVENT that 
triggers this rule occurs (such as loading or saving the form or entering a value in a 
field.) 

THEN Actions Each rule can have zero, one, or many actions that are taken if the Condition Set 
evaluates to TRUE.  When you prepare an entity for Rules configuration, we 
automatically generate many actions.  For example, each Tab and Section has “Show” 
and “Hide” actions pre-defined.  To hide a section, just select the pre-defined Hide 
Section rule as an action. 

ELSE Actions Each rule can have zero, one, or many actions that are taken if the Condition Set 
evaluates to FALSE.  The same pre-built actions can be used as ELSE Actions as well.   
 
Best practices suggest that it is often wise to pair THEN Actions with the opposite 
ELSE Action.  For example, you might write a rule that when the condition is true, a 
“Show Section” action occurs, and when it is false, the “Hide Section” action is taken. 

Rule Action 
Type 

Also referred to as a “CAT” (CRMRule Action Type), categorizes the form behavior you 
wish to modify.  “Hide Section”, “Show Section” along with over 70 other action types 
are available for each IF/THEN/ELSE rule.  Each Rule Action Type can require different 
information from the rule designer, and the Rule Action form dynamically changes to 
ask for just what is needed. 

Rule Event 
Handler 

In CRM, a form can have many events (onLoad, OnSave, or OnChange of all fields.)  
You can also specify many things that happen when a certain event occurs: these are 
called event handlers.  You specify when rules run with Rule Event Handlers.  We then 
create CRM event handlers from this data when you deploy rules to the CRM form. 
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Dynamics 365 App Site Map 
Visionary Rules uses dozens of custom entities to capture your metadata and the specifications for your 

rules.  Each of these entities can be queried in advanced find.  The entities most-often needed when 

building rules are included in the App Site Map, and appear as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

Entity Usage 

Dashboard Displays information about the rules you have 
created using Visionary Rules. 

Rule 
Definitions 

Each Rule has one Rule Definition record.  This 
is the container for the rule specifications. 

Rule 
Deployment 
History 

When you create/update data, validate, or 
deploy a rule, the status of those operations 
are logged in this entity. 

Rule 
Conditions 

Each IF/THEN/ELSE Rule can have 0, 1, or 
more Conditions (the IF part of the rule) 

Rule Actions Each IF/THEN/ELSE Rule can have 0, 1, or 
more Actions.  THEN Actions occur when the 
condition set is true; ELSE Actions occur when 
the condition set is false. 

Rule Events All IF/THEN/ELSE rules can be triggered to fire: 
(1) onLoad of any form (2) OnSave of any form 
or (3) OnChange of any field value.  The Rule 
Events specified on the Rule Definition page 
determine when this rule fires. 

Rule Entities Each entity used in your organization is 
represented by one record in our custom 
entity called “Entities”.  

Rule Entity 
Fields 

All of the fields in each entity will occupy one 
record in this entity. 

Rule Entity 
Field Values 

For all option set and lookup fields, the 
possible values for each are stored in this 
entity. 

Configuration Click here to begin using Rules, and anytime 
you made a change in your CRM System that 
you want to reflect in the Metadata entities. 
(As well as form, tab, section layout changes.) 

Rules 
Settings 

Contains one record with licensing 
information and system-wide settings you can 
alter, such as ‘Debug’. 
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What’s a Visionary Rule? 
There are many types of rules you can create in Visionary Rules.  A rule is simply the expression of a 

business requirement in terms of CDS fields and other controls on a CRM form, such as tabs or sections. 

One of the most common “rule types” is the IF/THEN/ELSE Rule Type.   

For example, in minutes, you can create a rule that implements the following within your forms: 

- If the City field is filled in, then make the State field required. 

- If the User has the System Administrator role then Show the ‘Admin Only’ Tab Else Hide it.  

- IF the Form Type is CREATE then Hide the Details tab, Else (on Edit) Show it. 

Are you an Accidental Admin? 

Our primary target users are: (a) business analysts and CRM System Administrators; (b) those who may 

not have a ton of technical background and have been assigned the task of “keeping this CRM thing 

going”, whom we affectionately refer to as “Accidental Admins”); and (c) technical staff who want to 

more quickly and easily modify CRM form behavior.   

Out of the box, using the CRM Customization tools, you know you can add entities, fields, views, and 

modify form layout.  But, until now, you must learn and code JavaScript to modify the behavior of the 

form after it has been loaded.   

What Can I Do with Visionary Rules? 

Now, with Visionary Rules, you can expand your toolbox to include over 70 actions that you can inject 

into your forms, simply by creating business rules, using your language and terms, in a 100% Dynamics 

365 Unified Interface experience. 

Visionary Rules is “PBL on steroids”.  Microsoft has a “Business Rules” feature, a/k/a “PBL” that enables 

you to make a few changes to fields (about 10% of the things you can do with Visionary Rules).  With 

Visionary Rules you also have much more control over when these rules run, which can be a major 

advantage. 

Some of the things you can do with Rules are listed below. 

Alter Form Appearance 

- Showing and hiding fields. 

- Show Tab 

- Hide Tab 

- Show Section 

- Hide Section 

- Conditionally set a field to be required, based on the data on the form.  If the Contact Type = 

“Customer”, require an email address. 

- Disable a field (make it readonly), or enable a field.   

- Set Option Set list values (restrict options that can be selected) 
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Hiding and Showing tabs and sections are the most frequently used actions in this category, and they 

can be an extremely simple and powerful way to really spruce up your User Interface.   

For example, let’s say that your Renewal Sales process is different than the New sales process.  Add a 

“Sales Type” option set to the top of your opportunity form.  Create onChange rules for that field that 

will Show the Renewal tab when the Type = Renewal (and hide the New Sales process tab). Alternatively 

Show the New Sales process tab and Hide the Renewal tab when this is a NEW sales process. 

D365 allows the System Admin to place the SAME field on MANY different sections, or tabs, on a form.  

So one powerful use of this “Show/Hide Sections” feature is to add the same lookup field to many 

different sections, and define a different FILTERED LOOKUP for each!   You can take advantage of this 

feature in conjunction with the Hide/Show tab rules to display a “custom” tab JUST for one type of sale.   

(One caveat: OOB, Rules only affects the FIRST field (with the same technical name) on a form.  If you 

want to hide a ‘second’ field occurrence, you’ll have to manually modify the JavaScript code and append 

a “1” for the first field, “2” for the second occurrence, etc.  

Note that each tab can have the “Customer” lookup, and an expected amount, and any other field that 

is similar between the two processes.  But each tab can also show fields that are appropriate for just 

that type of sale.  Another approach would be to place the fields common to all sales processes in one 

section that always appears, and then create two sections, each containing only the fields appropriate to 

that sales process. 

Data Validation App 

Our Data Validation app lets you alert the user to conditions you want to highlight. 

- Conditionally set one of several fields to be required.  If the Email is blank and the Main Phone is 

blank, disallow the save and display an error message. 

- Conditionally display an ALERT.   When a record opens, you can display a message, using our 

“Display Alert” action type, that will display that message whenever the conditions in that rule 

are satisfied (or not, you decide)… 

- Make only certain option set values appear, again based on any conditions.   

o E.g., If the Account Status is ‘Suspect’, do not allow the user to select ‘Hot’ from the 

priority field (in this approach, by eliminating “Hot” from the option set. 

o You can implement hierarchical picklists, or option sets, so the values from one option 

set vary depending on what you select in another option set. 

- Conditionally run workflow, so you only run the workflow when it has something to do.  This 

makes that workflow left nav bar item a useful history of automation applied to this record, 

instead of a cluttered mess. 
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Set Field Values 

Using Visionary Rules, you can set field values in a variety of ways.   

You can set a field value: 

- to a constant value 

o appropriate for that data type, so a default Date, or Integer value, e.g. 

o This is the same functionality provided by the Business Rules function, but with 

Visionary Rules, you can completely control the timing of that action.   

o Also, if you have a read-only field, you can update it and store the changed value. 

 

- to the value of another field on the same form. 

o One use for this is that if you have three lookups or option sets, each of which displays a 

different filtered list in a different section, e.g., you can create one text field, then set 

the value of that text field to the value of the lookup (onChange of each lookup field, 

run a rule that sets the value of the text field to the value of this field).  Then, you can 

place this one text field on views, instead of having to display each of three lookup 

fields, two of which would always be blank…  (Again, note how rules can work together, 

for example, using a Hide/Show section action in conjunction with a set field value 

action.) 

 

- to a concatenated string, consisting of field values and text.   

o For example, Derive the Name of the entity from the value of several fields on the form.  

Very useful for creating a standard naming convention: see all Hot Opportunities by just 

looking at the name. 

o You can append ‘constant’ strings, or use field values to, for example, set the 

Opportunity Name to:   

 

<Priority> priority for <Client> in <Territory> expected close <Expected Close Date>  

 

- to the value of a field on a parent form! 

o The “Copy Fields From Parent Lookup” action type allows you to traverse a lookup up to 

another (parent) entity, and copy the field values from any of the fields on that parent 

form to a field on the current form.  

o Note that OOB you can use ‘mapping’ to copy a field value from the parent entity to the 

child; but mapping only copies the data when the child record is first created.  If the 

value on the parent field changes, your child field value will now be out of sync.  Using 

the Copy Fields action can ensure the values remain in sync. 

o A frequent use of this function is to be able to write rules based on the value of a field 

on the parent entity.  For example, require the Contact’s Email Address if the Account 

Type = ‘Customer’ 
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- to the result of a calculation  

o We support add, subtract, multiply, and divide.  You can operate with an unlimited 

number of fields, and constants.  So you can create things like  

▪ Set “My Expected Value = My Probability * Forecasted Amount 

▪ or 

▪ Set Optimistic Sales Rep Expected Value = Probability * Forecasted Amount * .7 

(This would adjust the forecast of a sales rep downward by 30%, to account for 

their overly optimistic expectations.)  

So, If you use custom entities instead of the OOB Opportunity Product entity and want 

to calculate price times quantity, not a problem… 

- To the result of a function. 

o This is extremely powerful for more advanced users, essentially enabling you to use any 

mathematical operator you like, and any formula you like, inside of a calculation 

function.   

o First, create a JavaScript function that returns the value you want to set a field to.  This 

can be as complicated as it needs to be to return the correct value under all conditions. 

Then, set a field value to the return value of that function. 

o Note that when Visionary Rules is installed, we generate many ‘global’ rules.  These are 

useful functions that, for example, return the user’s current role.  While the default Rule 

Definition view is “Active NON-Global Rule Definitions”, you can change the view to 

“Active Global Rule Definitions” to see these OOB rules. 

 

Affect Controls 

These action types let you manipulate Web Resources, SubGrids, and IFRAMES.  These are more esoteric 

actions that are less frequently used.  They are only available in the Suite product, 

The most useful action in this list is to “Set IFRAME Source”.  If you have an IFRAME that shows, for 

example, the stock price for the company, this rule will let you set the Source of the IFRAME to that 

stock symbol (and whatever text you need to access this page across the web). 

Solve the Birthday Problem! 

The Birthday/Anniversary app will make it possible for you to communicate with your Contacts on 

important dates, such as their birthday; anniversary; contract renewal date, etc. 

This app lets you define: 

- the date field to compare 

- the advance notice date range: see birthday today, or next week, etc. 

- the field to update when the field you are comparing (not including the year) is in the 

notification period you specified. 

You can do whatever you like, such as a workflow sending an email, when that field is updated.   
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This is unique in Visionary Rules, as it is implemented as a daily batch job. 

Rules working together for maximum impact 

Note that using rules in combination with each other can enhance the effects of your rules.  For 

example, on the Opportunity Product form, when the users selects the product, you can copy values 

from the Product Master to this form using the “Copy Fields” action.  THEN, using the Hide/Show tabs 

actions, you can change the look of the entire form based on what product is selected: hiding tabs, 

showing one section out of many in one tab, showing fields, etc. 

Note that one rule can contain many actions, so, in response to a set of conditions, you can combine 

actions in your rules to then show that field AND make it required.  For example, to require an email 

address on the Contact linked to an Account that is a customer; 

- Create a field on the Contact entity (ContactAccountType) to store the “Account Type” field 

value from the Account.  (Note: you must use the same option set numbers for each option 

across both entities.) 

- Create a Contact rule (“Require Email for Customers”) that evaluates the ContactAccountType: 

o Add a condition “IF ContactAccountType = ‘Customer’” 

o Add a THEN action to “Require Contact Email” 

o Add an ELSE action to “NOT Require Contact Email” 

- Create a rule that runs ‘onLoad’ of the Contact form, and has the following actions: 

o Copy the Account Type from Account to Contact (using the “Copy Fields From Parent 

Entity” action type.) 

o As the second action, using a “Run Rule” action type, and run the “Require Email for 

Customers” rule. 

The result: When a user opens an Account form, and clicks the ‘plus sign’ on the Contact sub-grid to 

create a new Contact for this Account, the Contact form loads, and the value of the Account Type field 

on the Contact will be set to the value of the Account Type field on the Account.  If that value is 

“Customer”, the user will see a red asterisk appear next to the Email name, and they will not be able to 

save this new Contact without entering their email address. 

Note that this will work even if you ‘hide’ or ‘disable’ the ContactAccountType field on the Contact form.  

If you disable it, making it read only on the Contact form (you don’t want somebody changing this value 

on the Contact form, only on the Account form), you would have to add one step to “Always Submit” 

the ContactAccountType field.  This allows a rule to update an otherwise ‘read only’ field. 
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Pairing Mirror Image Actions 

As shown in the example above, one of the best practices when you want to conditionally show and 

require a field, the structure should be: 

 IF <This set of conditions evaluates to TRUE> 
 THEN  
  Show Field 
  Set Field Required 
 ELSE 
  Set Field NOT Required 
  Hide Field 
 

The reason we suggest pairing these action types is that you could conceivably really screw things up 

writing some conflicting rules…  For example, if you have two very different rules that effect the same 

field, that could be problematic…   

Rule 1:  If Account Name contains data, require the Account Size field to be filled in. 

Rule 2:  If Account Type = “Trial” then do not require the Account Size field to be filled in. 

 

Sounds simple enough… but what happens if the Account Name contains data AND the Account Type = 

“Trial”?  Well, it depends…  typically, rules like this will run when the field value changes (the onChange 

Event).    

So, if you just entered something into the Account Name field, then the Account Size field will be 

required.  But if you just entered the Account Type, and set it to Trial.. well, then the Account Size field 

will be set to be not required again.    What’s more fun, is if you have both of these rules firing on the 

onload event, you might see the red * show, and then disappear…   

The solution is to only have one rule that determines if the Account Size field is required, or not, so you 

should write this as: 

 

If Account Name contains Data AND Account Type does not equal “Trial”  

Then Require Account Size 

Else Do Not Require Account Size 

  

As you can see, if the Account Type equals trial, then it will not be required.  If Account is blank, it will 

not be required.  Only If both conditions are true will we require Account Size. 
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Best Practice: 

Actions that should be paired with one action in the THEN set and one action in the ELSE set 

include: 

-Hide/Show fields 

- Hide/Show Tabs 

- Hide/Show Sections 

- Set Required / Not Required 

- Set Field Notification / Clear Field Notification 

- Set Form Notification / Clear Form Notification 
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What can Visionary Rules NOT Do? 
Visionary Rules is powerful, but it can’t do everything for you, specifically it can NOT: 

- Produce code that will work with any other system other than a model-based app written 

against the Microsoft “CDS” the “Common Data Service”.  The CDS has a lot of marketing hype 

around it, but essentially the CDS is the same old “_MSCRM.db” that stored all CRM data and 

metadata.  

- Enable systems integration.  Visionary Rules ONLY affect Forms.  (We can assist with systems 

integration, by setting “transaction code” trigger field value, e.g.  But we can only affect the data 

presented on a CRM form.  Speak to our good friends at Scribe or Kingswaysoft if you need low-

code or no-code integration work done.) 

- Manipulate anything inside an IFRAME.  We only affect CRM forms.  (We can do some things 

with an IFRAME, such as set the Source, or the field label; but CRM, and Visionary Rules, has no 

knowledge of anything in that IFRAME) 

- Get around any of the usual Visionary Rules and restrictions.  If the CRM SDK and the UI do not 

allow you to do something, neither will Visionary Rules.  We produce ONLY 100% SDK-compliant 

code. 
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Visionary Rules uses the new Unified Interface  
One of the benefits of building Visionary Rules inside of Microsoft Dynamics 365 is that our interface 

now has the new navigation scheme, and is now an app! 
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A Big Picture View of the Rule Building Process 
How you use Visionary Rules is entirely up to you.  But after writing thousands of rules for dozens of 

clients, I can say it is not a shortcut for good planning.   (it’s a great prototype and demo tool, as you can 

build things quickly, but if you are building rules for production, you need to plan.)    

If you are just trying out this product, start simple, and hide and show a tab for example.  One rule, 

something visible, easy to test, easy to write.  Then build a more complicated IF/THEN/ELSE Rule, then 

try one of the more complicated types of rules.  Try a run rule action to understand how you can reuse 

one rule (containing, e.g.., 5 actions) and invoke it under many different sets of conditions. 

Then, once you have a good understanding of how rules works, you should sit back and think about your 

overall design.  For example, people usually start by building an onLoad rule… and then another, then 

another…  Eventually, the form may take noticeably longer to load, and it may be difficult to pin down 

exactly what is going on when the form loads.   

At which time you may undertake a review and identify that half of your rules will never apply when you 

are loading a brand new record form, while a third may only apply when editing a form, and some apply 

to both.  Which leads me to: 

Best Practice Hints for writing rules that run when the form is loaded:   
1) Create ONE onLoad Rule for each form.   

2) The condition of this IF/THEN/ELSE rule type is “FORM TYPE EQUALS CREATE” 

3) For those rules that only apply when a new form is loaded, create RUN RULE THEN ACTIONS to 

run those rules.  (Or, just add the Then actions directly.)   

4) For those rules that only apply when editing an existing record, create RUN RULE ELSE ACTIONS 

to run those rules.  (Or just add the ELSE actions directly.) 

5) If you name the onLoad rule “onLoad”, or anything consistent across your entities, this will 

greatly speed up your F12 debugging time of onLoad issues, as you know you can always search 

for the phrase “onload”, and find that function, then set a breakpoint on the IF, or the THEN or 

ELSE action in question. 

Actions that Affect Tabs and Sections 
Rules that have as actions hiding and showing tabs and sections are easy to write and have a powerful 

impact on usability.    

Typically, you will want to pair hide and show actions.  You can write rules many ways, so you could 

either write a rule so that if the conditions are true, you would show the tab; or you could hide the tab.  

Whatever you decide, select the opposite as your “ELSE” action.   

Note that if possible, you’ll avoid headache by combining all of the conditions for a given tab to show 

into one (set of) rule(s).  Otherwise, you can get uncertain results if, e.g., one rule says to hide it while 

another says to show it. 
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Logic Applies 
Please note that the laws of logic apply!   When you combine IF statements with AND, BOTH statements 

must be TRUE for the THEN action to take place.  Which is why, in the statement above, we changed it 

to “Account Type does not equal ‘Trial’”, and combined them with an AND condition…     

ANDS, ORs, and NOTs can get tricky when combined.   A good rule of thumb is if you are using conditions 

that use NOT, combine them with AND. 

We also allow you to use parenthesis, so you can create as complex a condition as your business logic 

requires.  For example 

IF (Condition A OR Condition B) AND (Condition C OR Condition D)… etc. 

 

We don’t prevent loops (but MSFT will) 
We try to make it easy to write individual rules, but there is no way we can stop you from shooting 

yourself in the foot…  For example: 

Field A:  On Change, Set Field B to a value (and fire on change) 
Field B:  Set Field A to a value (and fire on change) 

 

As you can see, with just two rules, I can easily create an infinite loop.   As you see above, if you set a 

field (B) whenever (A) changes, but you also change (A) whenever (B) Changes…  that’s an infinite loop.   

(Fire on Change is a technical term that means, when you programmatically changed the value, make 

believe the user did it through the form, and run through the same rules you would run when the user 

changes the field value.)      

Fortunately for all of us, Microsoft has done some pretty slick engineering to figure out when infinite 

loops are happening, and will shut your process down, or not allow it to load, depending on your version 

and browser. (Note: however, we have found that certain conditions are NOT trapped; so again, this app 

is a great shortcut, but you still must plan and test your results in the sandbox before moving a solution 

containing Rules code into production.) 
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Rule Types 
Visionary Rules currently contains the following 8 Rule Types.  The IF/THEN/ELSE and CASE rule types 

allow a rule designer to specify more than 70 actions to take when the specified conditions are true or 

false.  (Contrast that with the less than a dozen things you can do with Microsoft’s OOB Business Rules, 

a/k/a PBL.) The other rules types enable behavior that our clients have requested over the years. 

Rule Type Usage 

IF/THEN/ELSE 
Standard Rule 

The typical Visionary Rule involves a series of IF conditions that if True will cause 
the THEN actions to be executed.  If the set of conditions evaluates to false, the 
ELSE Actions will be executed.  This is the most-often used rule type. 

CASE Also known as Switch/CASE this rule evaluates an option set and allows you to 
specify a different action depending on which value exists in this field on the 
current record.  This enables you to more quickly define different actions based 
on option set values.  (Anything you can create in a CASE rule type can also be 
created in the IF/THEN/ELSE rule type but will require many rules all linked 
together, using the “Run Rule” action type.) 

Filtered Lookup Create a custom filtered lookup.  Extends CRM’s OOB functionality that lets you 
filter on ONE Field (where it equals one field value from another entity).  Our 
Filtered Lookup lets you use any Advanced Find query as the basis for the filter.  
You can substitute the ‘constants’ you select as Advanced Find conditions with 
field values; thus the current values of multiple fields on the form can be used to 
filter any lookup field. 

Aggregation Allows a rule designer to do any one of 5 different aggregations (Sum, Count, 
Min, Max, and Average) and places the results on the parent record.  For 
example, you can count the number of Contacts linked to each Account.  This 
Rule Type uses a post-save plug-in that reads our custom entities to do these 
operations.   (Note: In CRM 2015 or later, we recommend you use the OOB 
Rollup fields feature, unless you need to precisely control the timing of the 
calculation.) 

Custom JavaScript Allows you to paste in JavaScript code that you have manually written, outside 
of Visionary Rules.  This enables you to define a complete library of rules that are 
in effect for a given entity and is a great way to begin transitioning existing code 
into the Visionary Rules database. 

Custom Function You can create a custom function in Javascript, and use it as part of conditions or 
actions in other Visionary Rules you build.   

Return Value You can create a function using our forms that returns one field value, and you 
can then use the result of that function in the conditions of other rules. 

Clone This rule type requires a bit of customizations outside of CRM to define a toolbar 
button that will execute the Clone action.  This Clone rule type allows the rule 
designer to define the fields that are cloned from one entity to another.  Note: 
this rule type is very similar to CRM OOB Relationship Mapping.  It was 
introduced to allow one of our clients to clone the same record type, e.g., create 
a new account record from the existing account record. 

 

See Chapter 4, Rule Types other than IF/THEN/ELSE, for step-by-step examples of how to create each of 

these types of rules.  The next section of this guide concentrates on the main ‘IF/THEN/ELSE” rule type. 
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Rule Building Process Overview 
The process for building rules is as easy as 1-2-3. 

(a) Create/Update Entity 

(b) Write one or more Rule Definitions and Validate them. 

(c) Deploy all rules for one entity to Dynamics 365, and test. 

Before you can start building rules, you must first click the “Create/Update Entity” button for each entity 

you want to write rules against.  This enables our system to interrogate your CDS and capture the 

metadata for all forms, tabs, sections, and fields within that entity.  This process includes the building of 

many common conditions (“Contains Data”, e.g.) and actions (Set Req’d field, Show Section, etc.). 

Once the Deployment History entity shows that your job is complete, you can begin building rules for 

that entity.  Note that any time you change your entity using System Administration tools that affect a 

form (new form, tab, section or field), you must again run this process to capture the new metadata. 

The process you take for each entity you want to build rules against, in detail is: 

- Run the Create/Update process 

o Navigate to the Configuration page 

o Select the entity 

o Click “Create/Update Entity” button 

o Navigate to the Deployment History page and wait for all jobs to succeed. 

- Build Rules (see Chapter 2) 

o Create a Rule Definition record 

o Add Conditions 

o Add THEN Actions to take if that condition set is true 

o Add ELSE Actions to take if that condition set is false 

o Add Event Handlers to determine when this rule is invoked 

o Validate each Rule 

o Deploy all rules for that entity 

- Test 

o Navigate to that entity in your app, open a form, and test the rules. 

o There are many tools to help you debug, see the System Admin guide for details. 

- Deploy to Prod 

o Visionary Rules creates the web resource files (one for each entity) that contain all of 

the code from all rules deployed to that entity. 

o Visionary Rules adds the web resource file library and adds Event Handlers to your 

forms. 

o To deploy from your sandbox environment to another environment, simply create a 

solution and add the entity (include all assets) and the one web resource file for that 

entity in the solution.  Export the solution from sandbox, and import to production. 
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Chapter 2: Building IF/THEN/ELSE Rules in Visionary Rules Forms 
The “IF/THEN/ELSE” Rule Type is the heart of Visionary Rules.  Our system makes it easy for you to 

define a rule using this syntax.  All IF/THEN/ELSE rules follow this pattern: 

WHEN <an event occurs> 
IF <the condition set evaluates to TRUE> 
THEN <do these actions> 
ELSE <do these actions> 

 

To identify WHEN a rule fires, you set the Rule Event Handlers.  (Such as onload of a form.)  Then, when 

that event occurs, the condition(s) you specify will be evaluated against the current data on the open 

form.  If the condition set is true, then the THEN actions you specify will be done; if not, the ELSE actions 

will be done. 

This section is designed to assist a user in filling out Visionary Rules forms to build an “IF/THEN/ELSE” 

rule type.  These forms are presented in the logical order of when you might encounter them while 

building a rule.  (Note that if you are looking for a “quick way” to write one rule, please refer to our 

Quick Start Guide, which, after the installation instructions, guides you through the step-by-step process 

to create a rule.)   We recommend reviewing the information in this User Manual in detail before 

undertaking your first major rule building effort for a production system. 

Rule Definition 
The Rule Definition entity is the ‘header’ for all rule types.  Each rule has one Rule Definition record.  

Rule Definition identifies the entity, function name, status, rule type and rule number.   As each rule 

definition refers to one rule, we use the terms interchangeably, but a rule really consists of other things 

other than just the rule definition entity.   But all rules start with the creation of one Rule Definition 

record. 

The rule building process is the same (and as easy as 1,2,3) no matter what you want to do: 

1) Determine the type of rule.  Fill out the Rule Definition (rule header), select the Rule Type, and 

save.  Always start a rule off by creating a new Rule Definition record.  For example, 

a. If an IF/THEN/ELSE type, create the IF Conditions, THEN Actions, and ELSE Actions. 

b. If a Count Children rule type, follow those field prompts and instructions to carry out 

that rule. 

2) Identify WHEN the rule should run using the Event Handlers. 

3) Validate, Deploy, and Test the rule. 
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Advanced Form Details 

The advanced Rule Definition form is a lengthy form, but as we used this tool to build this tool, you will 

only see the first section when the form loads.  Depending on the Rule Type, more (and different) 

sections and tabs will appear. 

Below the screen print we discuss each of the fields on this header portion of the form 
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Rule Definition Field Names  

This table identifies the usage for each of the fields on the Rule Definition form, General tab. 

Rule Definition 
Field Name 

Explanation 

Name Describes the rule in English terms  (FYI only, although our system does take 
what you enter here, and removes all spaces and special characters, and 
creates the Function Name for you.) 

Entity Defines the CRM entity, custom or system, that this rule is attached to.  You 
can specify the forms for this entity that each rule will be linked to. 

Rule Type See the table below to see the Rule Types that are currently supported.  Each 
rule type requires different information from the designer of the rule so that 
we can code the appropriate JavaScript.  Thus, we created a rule that paints 
this form differently based on the Rule Type, just like you can do in your 
system.  (Talk about eating our own dog food: every form in our system uses 
the functionality of Rules to do something to guide you in creating your rules.) 

Function Name Each JavaScript function in CRM has a function name.  This is technically what 
is called when this rule is executed.  While our system prepopulates the 
Function Name field, you can override it. 

Comments A field to capture more information about the rule that will not fit in the Name 
field.  You can also use Notes to record other free text information about the 
rule. Comments and notes are for informational purposes only.  Comments do 
appear in the “flower box” comment that precedes each Visionary Rule in the 
web resource file we create and attach to an entity form. 

Rule Number This allows the user to specify a unique number for each rule.  This allows you 
to map a Visionary Rule to a spec document, for example.  This field is for your 
informational purposes only. 

Rule Status See the table below for the Visionary Rules Status values, and their meaning.  
Typically, you should not directly modify this field; instead, use the Validate 
and Deploy buttons to move a rule from Draft status into production. 

User Defined Status We have added an option set field into the Rule Definition form so that you 
can specify an alternative pipeline.  You can use this, for example, to specify 
that a rule has passed your internal QA process, or not. 
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Visionary Rules Status Values 

Each Visionary Rule moves from ‘Draft’ status, to ‘Ready to Deploy’ status, to ‘Deployed’ status.  These 

status values can be set manually, but we strongly recommend clicking one of the three buttons on the 

CRM toolbar ribbon that appears when the Rule Definition form is loaded to move a rule from Draft to 

Deploy status. 

Status Value Explanation 

Draft A rule that is in progress.  These new rules do not yet exist in the CRM form.  This 
is similar to a Disabled status for a workflow.  If this rule was previously 
deployed, when the entity is deployed again, the rules in Draft status would be 
deleted from the form. 

Ready to Deploy When the user clicks the Validate button, we change the status to “Perform 
Validation” and save the form.  This triggers a plugin to fire that reviews your 
rule to ensure that, for example, conditions make sense (have balanced 
parenthesis, e.g.); the JavaScript code is generated, and Event Handlers needed 
to carry out your rule are created.  If all is well, the status is set to this “Ready to 
Deploy” status value.  If not, it will be set to “Validation Error”. 

Validation Error IF your rule contains a syntax error (for example, unbalanced parenthesis), your 
rule will be placed in this status, and will not be deployed to CRM until you fix 
the error.  You can view the details under “Deployment Errors”. 

Deployed This status indicates that the JavaScript for this rule has been added to the CRM 
form, and published, and is now active.  This rule will now be implemented on 
the CRM form(s) on the specified entity. When the user undertakes the actions 
that match the Rule Event Handlers you have established, the condition set will 
be evaluated, and if true, the THEN actions will be performed. 

 

Re-deploying rules  

You can build a rule, deploy it, test it, and go back and set it to Draft, edit it as often as you need to in 

order to get it right, or to react to changing business requirements. 

Ideally, we suggest that only one person deploy rules for one entity at a time to avoid confusion. 

All rules begin in Draft mode.  When you are done, click the Validate button.  When the syntax is correct, 

click “Deploy”, and your rule, and all other rules in that entity with a status of “Deployed” or “Ready to 

Deploy” will be placed onto your CRM form. 
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Conditions 
Once you save the Rule Definition ‘header’, and if you have selected the “IF/THEN/ELSE” rule type, the 

form will then display a section where you can enter 0, 1, or many conditions.  

A typical condition compares a field to a value, for example: 

“Account Type equals Customer” 

Or 

“Contact Type does not equal prospect”. 

(Nerd alert: While a rule with no conditions may not immediately make sense, remember that you can 

specify WHEN a rule runs, using Rule Event Handlers.  When a rule runs may be the only condition you 

need to specify.  A good example is when you want to evaluate a bunch of field values when the user 

saves the record.  Best practices would suggest that you write ONE rule, with NO conditions, and select 

the “On Save” event handler.  Then, create “THEN Actions” using the “Run Rule” action type to run the 

many rules that evaluate the data the user is saving.) 

With the “IF/THEN/ELSE” rule type, the “IF” part refers to Conditions.  Our rules engine creates 

JavaScript that runs in response to user-initiated behaviors: opening a form, entering or modifying a 

field value on a form, or saving a form.  When any of these events occur, rules linked to these events are 

evaluated. 

Each “IF/THEN/ELSE” rule type can have many conditions, as shown in the screenshot below.   

 

 

You can see above that there are three conditions, linked by “OR (“ and “AND” operators.  The condition 

set as a whole must be true in order for the THEN actions to be undertaken.   In the example above, the 

THEN actions will fire: 

IF the Business Type Contains Data  
                        OR  
(IF BOTH the Primary Contact Name contains data AND the Main Phone Contains Data) 

 
If you have three conditions separated by OR operators, this means that if any of these three conditions 
are true, then the THEN actions will be taken.  If ALL of them are false, then any ELSE actions will be 
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taken.   If you have three conditions linked by AND operators, then all three must be true for the THEN 
action to fire. 
 
Often, particularly with option sets, the condition you want to use may have already been built 

automatically by our system when you click “Create/Update Entity”. 

Best practice is to first click the “Add Existing Rule Condition” button to see if your condition has already 

been created.  If not, click the Add New Condition button. 

Automatically Created Conditions 

When you click the Visionary Rules “Create/Update Entity” button on the Configuration form, we 

automatically generate many conditions for that entity, all based on your metadata.  

For example, we generate conditions for each value in all option set fields in that entity.  If the option 

set for Account Type has values of “Prospect, “Customer” and “National Account”, our tool would 

generate the following conditions:  

Account Type equals Prospect 

Account Type equals Customer 

Account Type equals National Account 

 

Note that, based on the field type, many conditions may be created.  For option sets, we would also 

create conditions like: 

Account Type does not equal Prospect 

Account Type does not equal Customer 

Account Type does not equal National Account 
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We also generate conditions for some values from some* lookup fields.  And we now generate “contains 

data” and “does not contain data” conditions for all fields.  The list of conditions we automatically create 

varies by field type as shown in the following table: 

Text and Numbers Option Set Lookups Boolean 

Contains Data Contains Data Contains Data Is Checked 

Does Not Contain Data Does Not Contain Data 
Does Not Contain 
Data Is Not Checked 

Was Blank, Now 
Contains Data 

Was Blank, Now Contains 
Data 

Was Blank, Now 
Contains Data 

Was Checked, now 
unchecked 

Used to Contain Data, 
Now Blank 

Used to Contain Data, Now 
Blank 

Used to Contain 
Data, Now Blank 

Was Unchecked, now 
checked 

Changed Equals <Each valid option!> Changed Changed 

Not Changed Does Not Equal <Each option> Not Changed Not Changed 

 Was Equal To <Each option> Equals (50 values*)  

 

Was Not Equal To <Each 
option> 

Does Not Equal (50 
values)  

     

Automatic Conditions for Lookups 

*There is a setting in the Visionary Rules Setting entity that determines how many conditions we create 

for lookups.  The default setting is 50.  So, any lookups that have fewer than 50 records will have 

conditions created for all of those values.  If you have lookups that have more than 50 values, and you 

want to create conditions for all of them, set this setting to the number of records in that field you want 

to create lookups for.  You can also manually create lookup entries in the Entity Field Values table if you 

want to create conditions on a specific lookup value, in those fields that have more than 50 distinct 

values.  Warning: the higher this number, the more likely our jobs that create conditions will timeout 

after two minutes, before finishing creating all of the values.  This may result in an incomplete list of 

possible values for this field.  You can try to correct this by running ‘Create/Update Entity’ again, or by 

lowering this number. 

You can select any of these pre-built conditions when building your rule: a big time saver for complex 

business requirements! 
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Special Automatically Created Global Conditions 

We also automatically create special conditions that we call “global”, because they can be used in 

specifying conditions for ANY entity.    

Global Conditions 

Form Type equals FORM_TYPE_DISABLED 

Form Type equals FORM_TYPE_READ_ONLY 

Form Type equals FORM_TYPE_CREATE 

Form Type equals FORM_TYPE_UPDATE 

Role equals <Each role in CRM> 

 

You can use any of these global conditions just by selecting them after clicking the plus sign to add a 

new one, but there is a trick (step c below).   

When you create a new condition, and enter the entity and select a field, that list is filtered by the entity 

you entered.  We have “global” conditions that are not entity specific.  These conditions allow you to, 

e.g., only perform an action when the record is being created.   

To create a rule that will only run the THEN actions when the form is loaded because the user clicked on 

the Add New button, a/k/a, the FORM_CREATE mode,  

a) create a new condition, and click on the Field Name lookup. 

b) Enter the word “Form” in the Search box. 

c) The trick: UNcheck the “filter by related entity” box.   The system will automatically re-query the 

database, and you should now see the following conditions: 
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The rest is easy.  If you want your THEN actions to fire only when the user is creating a New record, then 

select the “Form Type equals FORM_TYPE_CREATE” condition.   (Note that a best practice for writing 

onLoad rules, is to write ONE onLoad rule with one condition: Form Type equals FORM_TYPE_CREATE.  

Then, add “Run Rules” as Then actions to run those rules that make sense to run when a brand new 

form is loaded.   Add Run Rules as Else Actions to run those rules that make sense to run when a record 

already exists.  And Run Rules in both THEN and ELSE for those that make sense in both cases…)  

Obviously, if the actions should only fire when the record is being updated (has already been saved 

once), then you can use the FORM_UPDATE condition.  Read Only will let you know if the form type is 

read-only, and if the record is disabled, you can write a rule that only fires in that instance by using the 

FORM_TYPE_DISABLED condition.   

Role Conditions 

As some of the most often requested enhancements involve hiding information from less privileged 

users, or showing it to more privileged users, we have created global rules that test that the current user 

has the role specified.  (If not, then the ELSE action will apply.)   As a user may have many rules, we do 

indeed check that any ONE of the user’s roles matched the condition specified.  (You can of course 

combine role conditions with AND, to make the condition meet a fewer number of users, only those 

with both roles, e .g.)  

Advantage: Visionary Rules 

Pre-building conditions (and actions) makes writing rules incredibly easy.  Very often the condition you 

want to use has already been created.  And, except for ‘Set Field Value’ types of Actions, the Action you 

want (Hide Tab, Show Section, Set Active BPF, etc, etc,.) may have also been created automatically.  So, 

building a rule just involves selecting an entity, condition, action, and when you want it to run….  Easy!  
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Create a New Condition 

When you create a new Condition, this form appears.  The table below identifies what to enter in each 

field. 
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Fields on the Condition Form Explained 

The fields and the choices you can make as you enter data into each of them are explained in the 

following table. 

Condition Field 
Name 

Explanation 

Condition Type Visionary Rules allows you to specify four types of conditions: 
FOV: Field <Operator> Value.   (Account Type equals Customer) 
FOF: Field <Operator> Field      (End Date greater than Start Date) 
FNOV: Function <Operator> Value    (CalcDaysOpen greater than 7) 
FNOF: Function <Operator> Field.     (CalcDaysOpen greater than ElapsedDays) 

Field Name The entity for this rule serves as the filter for this filtered lookup for the Field 
Name field, so that you only see Fields from this entity.  (If the desired field is 
not there, you probably added it to CRM since the last time you clicked on the 
“Create/Update Entity Data” button.  To load the new field into the Visionary 
Rules entities, just click the Configuration tab, select the entity, and click that 
“Create/Update” button.  Wait until the Deployment History grid shows that 
the conditions were created, then reload this form, and your new field name 
should now appear.) 

Operator When you fill in the field name, that runs a rule that prefills the field type on 
this form from the Entity Fields table.  That field type value is another filtered 
lookup that restricts the list of operators to only those appropriate for this field 
type.   

Name The Condition Name is prefilled from the field name and operator and field 
value selected.  You may modify this name, but in most cases we suggest you 
don’t, as this standard naming convention makes existing conditions easier to 
find, and re-use. 

Sequence Number An optional field that will determine the order in which your conditions are 
applied.  It doesn’t make any difference if all conditions are linked by “OR” or 
“AND”, but if you have mixed conditions, or use parenthesis, this number 
becomes crucial.  The grid of Rule Conditions displayed on the Rule Definition 
form is sorted by this number, for easier visibility into your condition set. 

Pre Condition 
Value 

This links together multiple conditions in your condition set.  See the table 
below for a list of possible values here.  As the name implies, these conditional 
values are applied before the condition.  In other words, if you have two 
conditions, and you want to combine them via an “OR” operator, then you 
would specify “OR” as the pre-condition value on the second condition, because 
the syntax should be “Condition OR Condition”.  See the table below for the 
meaning of each pre-condition value. 

Post Condition 
Parens 

If you use parenthesis in the pre-condition value field to create complex 
conditions, close the parenthesis using this field. 

 

Once you enter the Field Name and Operator, some of our internal Visionary Rules fire, and the form 

may display a field appropriate for the field type, to capture the input.  For some fields, only the 

operator is required.  
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Pre-Condition Values 

One of the critical limitations of Microsoft’s PBL feature (Business Rules) is the inability to specify 

complex condition sets.  We allow you to structure a condition set of any complexity, combining ANDs 

and ORs with parenthesis.  You do this by specifying pre-condition values. 

 

Symbol Usage 

( IF you have mixed AND/OR conditions, you typically should use parenthesis to ensure 
proper order of operation. 

OR If ANY conditions linked by OR are true, the condition set result is true 

AND If ALL conditions linked by AND are true, the condition set result is true 

OR ( Used to create conditions like  
(A and B) or (C and D) 

AND ( Used to create conditions like  
(A or B) AND (C or D) 

(( To allow nested conditions.  Typically, you would specify this pre-condition value on 
the first line of a complex condition set, e.g.: 
(( Condition A or Condition B) AND Condition C) 

OR (( OR with nested conditions.  Use this to link a condition to a complex condition set: 
 
Condition A OR ((Condition B and Condition C) OR Condition D) 

AND (( AND with nested conditions. 
Condition A AND ((Condition B and Condition C) OR Condition D) 
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While this can’t cover all possible combinations, please remember that with the Run Rule Action, you 

can have a set of conditions lead to rule run that has a set of conditions…  (This enables a “nested IF” 

programming structure.)   So you should be able to match any condition complexity by having one rule 

with multiple conditions fire another rule that has another condition set, perhaps that action might be 

to run a third rule, with another set of conditions… 

Advantage: Visionary Rules 

Note that the OOB Business Rules feature in CRM 2016 now allows you to specify ELSE, and use AND or 

OR in the conditions.  But they don’t allow the complexity Visionary Rules supports with the parenthesis, 

and ability to nest rules with the “Run Rule” action type.  

Logical Operators 

Conditions typically compare one field to a certain value.  You can combine these conditions in a number 

of ways. (And, given you can use a Run Rule Action to nest rules, you can structure an equation of any 

complexity.)   

A critical part of the condition is the operator.  The valid operators vary by field type.  The list of valid 

operators by type is listed by operator in the section below.   

 (Geek aside: You can actually see the full list by doing an advanced find on the appropriated named 

entity, “Field Type Operators”.)  We use this information to display the filtered lookup of valid 

operators.  Notice that we also store two other pieces of information that let us know: (a) if this 

operator is valid for a “field to field” comparison type (for example, “contains data” is not valid when 

comparing two numeric fields, but “greater than” is, and (b) if this operator needs to have a field value 

(“checked” does not, “equals” does).) 
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Operators for Boolean (checkbox) field types 

For example, for Boolean (checkbox) fields, there are the following operators:   

Boolean Operators Usage Hints/Notes 

Is Checked 
If the user checks a box, you could hide and show a bunch of fields and sections 
– user controlled form display! 

Is Not Checked 

Typically this is used in a rule that requires at least one of this group of 
checkboxes to be checked, or you display an error message.  You would write a 
rule that would AND together each of the “<checkbox> is not checked” 
conditions, and write a Field Eval action for the error message. 

Was Checked, now 
unchecked 

Could trigger form re-display, perhaps collapsing a tab that the user now deems 
no longer needed for now…   
 
Notice the subtle distinction between this operator and “is not checked”.  Both of 
these operators would typically be run onChange of the checkbox field.  If the 
value is not checked, then you could assume is was, and now the change event 
fired, and now it’s not.  That correctly describes the “is not checked” operator.  
And if you wrote a rule using this “was” operator, it would also fire under those 
conditions.   
 
However, what if you wrote a rule that was to fire onSave, not onChange?  If you 
used “is not checked”, that condition would be successful if the form loaded and 
the box was not checked, and the user did nothing – AND if the user unchecked 
the box during this form session!  Only this WAS rule, on a Save event, would 
ensure that the box was checked when the form was loaded, and now is not. 

Was Unchecked, 
now checked 

Checkboxes are an easy way to trigger form actions, or run dialogs, etc.  (By the 
way, this operator type counteracts a key philosophical problem I often have with 
fields designed as checkboxes:  does the absence of a check mean the answer 
is no, or you never asked? With this operator, I can tell definitely that the user 
just checked this box (or unchecked it) during this form session.)   

Changed 
This is the same as “was checked, now unchecked OR Was Unchecked Now 
checked“, but if you just care if they did something, here you go. 

Not Changed 

Perhaps you might trigger an audit log entry using an onSave rule that tests that 
if each field on the form wasn’t changed, you update the hidden transaction field 
to “User Opened Form”, thereby triggering a save event and resulting in that 
audit log entry, to show who looked at this record, but didn’t change anything.  
(Note: CRM OOB Auditing will track form opens, but you can’t really do anything 
with that information.. now you can) 

 

For Boolean fields, there is never any need to enter any field value.  (Even though this condition is really 

just a “Field <Operator>” type, you would first select a Condition Type of “Field <Operator> Value” to 

enter a condition using a yes/no field.) 
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Operator for Customer Field Types 

In a recent release, we included support for the “customer” field type in CRM.  These are the fields that 

allow you to select either an Account or a Contact, from the Opportunity, Case, and other forms.  We 

can now set these fields to other field values as an action, and we can write a number of conditions to 

evaluate these customer field types, as shown below. 

Customer Operators Usage Ideas/Notes 

Equals Test if this opportunity is for a certain key customer  

Does Not Equal 
If you treat one customer one way, and everybody else 
another, this might be useful. 

Contains Data 

If this opportunity is tied to an account or contact, which is 
usually a good thing, and business rules would be more 
likely to be written if… 

Does Not Contain Data 
If the opportunity or case isn’t tied to a contact or account, 
display an alert message with the Display Alert action. 

Is An Account Then show the Account Quick Form, and hide the Contact 

Is A Contact Then Show the Contact Quick Form, and hide the Account 

Was Blank, Now Contains Data 
Could trigger the copying of data from that parent record to 
this child record using the “Copy Fields” action. 

Used to Contain Data, Now Blank 
Could be used to trigger an error condition, or blank out 
fields that contained data from that record 

Was Not Equal To 
Probably not terribly useful…I guess if it changed from any 
customer to the “one” customer.. 

Was Equal To If it changed from the “one” customer to another 

Changed 
If the Customer changed, you might want to trigger some 
copy rules to copy data from that new parent 

Not Changed Not sure why you’d use this, but its here if you need it… 

Was An Account 
If somebody changed the linkage from an Account to a 
Contact, you may want to re-paint parts of the form 

Was A Contact 

Similarly, if the opportunity was tied to a Contact, and is 
now tied to an Account, perhaps copy the Account Main 
Phone number down instead of the Contact’s mobile.. 
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WAS Operators 

Visionary Rules recently introduced a large new slate of valid operators that we collectively call “WAS 

operators”.  These operators can be used in conditions just like any other conditions.  What “WAS 

Operators” do is compare the current value of a field on a form with the value of that same field when 

the form was loaded.   

WAS Operators enable you to write rules triggered when the user changes the value on any field 

FROM a specific value TO a specific value.    (Typically, you do not need to use the WAS operator: just 

interrogate the current value of a field.) 

Usage: For example, you can write a rule that invokes a custom dialog to ask a sales rep why he just 

downgraded this opportunity from hot to cold.    

Notice the difference between these WAS operators and all other operators:  all other operators only 

look at the NOW CURRENT value of a field, whereas WAS operators let you do something when a user 

changes a field value from or to a certain value.  Another way of looking at it, it is like comparing one 

field value to another, only the other field value is the value for this field when the form was loaded. 

For example, if the Status value was “New” when the form loaded, and the user then changed it to 

“Pending” and then to “Closed”, a condition set that asked “if the Status value WAS Pending and is NOW 

Closed” would NOT be successful, but a rule that says “IF the Status Value WAS New and is NOW Closed” 

WOULD then fire the THEN Action(s) specified in that rule.     

When you are just starting out, we would advise NOT using the “Was” operators.  Typically, you want to 

do something when a field value CHANGES to some value.  ONLY if you care about what value it changed 

FROM should you use a WAS operator.   
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Conditions for Date field types 

For date fields, you can either use just an operator to see if any date exists, or one that requires you to 

enter a date.  If you use On, After, or Before, you will specify a Date in the date field provided. 

 

If you don’t need to enter a date, for example with the “changed” WAS operator, then the form will not 

show that Date Value field, or the tab labeled Step 4.  
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Conditions for Integer field types 

For integer fields, you have 6 operators that require a value, and allow you to do all of the basic integer 

comparison operations:  =, <>, <, >, <=. >=. 

 

Conditions for Lookup and Option set fields 

For Lookup and Option Set fields, you can see if they contain data or not, or are equal or are not equal 

to a specific lookup/option set value.   

 

The value field is a filtered lookup that only shows valid options for that field. Notice that for Option Sets 

you have defined in CRM, we translate them into lookups.  Each option is stored as one record in the 

Entity Field Values table.  Then, we create filtered lookups against that table so we can show you the 

friendly name of the options as you make your selection.  We then translate those selections back into 

the number that is stored in CRM, and build our condition. 
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Summary 

On the Condition form, you can specify the order in which conditions are evaluated, fire, and how they 

are related (and/or).  If the condition set evaluates to true, then the Then Actions listed are executed.  If 

the condition set is not true, then any Else Actions are executed.   

The condition set means: all conditions linked to one Rule Definition.  These conditions can be linked via 

OR, AND, and uses parenthesis to ensure the proper order of operation amongst the conditions.  You 

define condition sets by selecting or creating a condition, and linking it to the other conditions, on the 

Conditions grid on the Rule Definition form. 
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Actions 
Actions are the key building block in Visionary Rules. 

Each Action makes one change to your current CRM form appearance, or data on that form.  These 

Actions can be undertaken when the form is loaded or saved or when a field value changes.  Note that 

when building a rule you do not need to specify a condition (often, for onLoad rules, the loading of the 

form is essentially the condition), but you must always specify at least one THEN or ELSE Action for each 

Rule. 

Automatically Generated Actions 

When you install our system, we automatically generate the following actions: 

For Sections For Tabs For Fields 

Hide Hide Hide 

Show Show Show 

  Set Required 

  Set NOT Required 

  Disable 

  Enable 

  Set Focus 

  Set to Null (blanks) 

 

This means that (unlike with Microsoft’s Business Rules) you should never actually have to create a Hide 

Field action; you can just select from the list of automatically created actions. 
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Create a new Action 

The Action form appears as below when you add a new Action. 

 

 

Action Field Name Explanation 

Sequence Number An optional field that will determine the order in which your actions are 
applied.  The grid of Rule Actions displayed on the Rule Definition form is sorted 
by this number, for easy visibility into the sequence of your actions. 

Action Type See below; this is the key component of an action.  When you select an Action 
Type, the form will change to show only the fields you need to fill in for us to 
generate the code to carry out that action type. 

Name The Name is prefilled (for most action types) to promote consistency in naming.  
You can change this at any time, but if you change the rule components again, 
our rules will kick in and re-set the Name field value. 

 

Each Action Type has different requirements.  If you want to hide a field, all we need to know is the 

entity and field name.  If you want to show a section, then we need to know the entity and Form, Tab 

and Section.   

Interestingly, our Visionary Rules action form uses Visionary Rules to hide and show the fields we need 

to capture values in to write the code to invoke that action. 
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Visionary Rule Action Types 

The key to understanding how to use the “IF/THEN/ELSE” Type of Visionary Rules are the Rule Action 

Types: these define the actions that you can take in response to conditions.  Our goal is to continuously 

expand the Rule Action Types available, until we support all JavaScript functions outlined in the CRM 

SDK.  We plan to prioritize new rule action type development based on customer requests and hope to 

release a new Visionary Rules version each quarter, to continually provide added value for your 

maintenance or subscription dollars. 

This table summarizes the Rule Action Types currently available in Visionary Rules: Full Suite.   

 

 

 

As we are adding Visionary Rules Action Types periodically, you can see the updated list on our website 

at https://visionaryrules.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Brochure-Visionary-Rules-Full-Suite.pdf 

https://visionaryrules.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Brochure-Visionary-Rules-Full-Suite.pdf
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Action Type Categories and Apps 

As we have a daunting list of over 70 action types you can configure, we have grouped the action types 

into categories.  Action Types define what is in each app from Visionary.  The Categories below (not 

including ‘other’) represent our apps, available on AppSource. 

The current list of action types can be divided into the following categories: 

Action Category Description 

Alter Form 
Appearance  

Change the appearance of a form by conditionally hiding and showing tabs, 
sections, fields and more. 

Set Field Value Set the value of a field.  Can set it to a constant, another field value, a field value 
from another entity, a mathematical equation or a derived (concatenated string) 
value 

Data Validation Use Alerts, Field Notifications, Form notifications, and the Confirm action type to 
improve the messaging to the user, or create questions whose answer causes 
different behavior. 

Other Any of the lesser-used action types that do not fit into an app category are 
available within the Visionary Rules Suite app. 

 

The rules within each category are listed below.  In the next chapter, each individual action type is 

explained further. 
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Rule Event Handlers 
Rule Event Handlers allow you to tell CRM WHEN you want to run this rule.   (Those familiar with adding 

JavaScript to forms will recognize the term: Microsoft calls them ‘event handlers’.)   In the Events tab, 

admins can check one of three boxes to run the rule onLoad of the form, onChange of a field value, and 

onSave of the Form. 

Note that if you set the Rule Generation type to ‘Automatic’, our system will generate Rule Event 

Handlers that are appropriate for the other selections you make.  For example, if you have field names 

and values in your conditions, you want to evaluate the rule “onchange” of each field, because a 

condition that once was false may now be true.  Setting the ‘onChange’ value to “All fields (listed in the 

conditions)” is a fast way to create multiple event handlers. 

You can also specify: 

- A specific field, or form, that you want to run this rule on. 

- That this rule is a “Run Rule” type, and as such, it runs whenever the rule that calls this one runs.   

- That you want to manually write rule event handlers 

Running Rules on Only Certain forms 

Sometimes, you don’t want a rule to run on all forms.  A good example is the Quick Create form.  You 

may have specified a rule on the Main form that involves a field that is NOT on the Quick Create form.  If 

you deploy this rule to ALL forms, then you will receive a JavaScript runtime error when you launch the 

Quick Create form.    

To specify that a form runs only onLoad of a certain form, in the rule Event Handlers section, select the 

“Specify Form” option in the onLoad option set, and specify the form in the field provided. 

You can also deactivate a Rule Event Handler that was created automatically.  Do so by changing the 

“Yes” to “No” on whatever Rule Event Handler you do not want to deploy.   Once you have the Rule 

Event Handlers correctly defined, click the Deploy button to create event handlers on your CRM forms. 

Rule Event Handlers for Concatenation Rules: Specifying Multiple Fields to run this rule on 

If you write a rule that uses the “Concatenation” action, that concatenated string is built up from the 

current field values of many fields.  Typically, you would want to run this rule onChange of each of those 

fields, as if any of those values change, so will the concatenated string.  (Note: another option might be 

to run this onSave, if the user doesn’t care about seeing this value change immediately.) 

To implement this, you need to specify MANY Rule Event Handlers, one for each field.  To do so: 

1) Select the “Specific Field” option in the OnChange Option Set in the Rule Event Handler section. 

2) Enter the name of one field you want to add this event to (one field in the concatenation 

equation) 

3) Click the Validate status.   You will notice, after the validation has been done, that one rule 

event handler has been created for each form, for this field. 

4) Click the Draft button.   
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5) Change the Field Name (to the second field in the concatenation rule, e.g.) 

6) Repeat steps 3-5 to create all event handlers. 

Finally, once you have flipped back and forth between Draft and Validate, and entered a bunch of field 

names, you will have a full Rule Event Handler Grid, but there is one more critical step to take.  You will 

notice that in the left-most column, only one field will have this value set to “Y”.   Select all of the 

records in this grid, and select the Edit button.  Check the “Validated” box, and save.  You should now 

see that all of the records in the Rule Event Handler grid are VALID.   

Now, when you go to DEPLOY this rule, one event handler in CRM will be created for each Rule Event 

Handler listed on this form.  This means that this rule will run whenever the field value of ANY of these 

fields is changed. 
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Implementing Rules so they work on your Form 
Once you have finished building the rule, typically including adding conditions, THEN actions, ELSE 

Actions, and Rule Event Handlers, you are ready to implement your new business rule.  This is essentially 

a two-step process. 

Validate the Rule 

Click the Validate button shown on the toolbar of the Rule Definition form.    When you click the button, 

the Status will be set to “Perform Validation”, and a plugin will fire and review your rule. 

The code checks for many things, including:  

- the syntax of the conditions.  If you have more than one condition, they must be linked by AND 

or OR, or any of the “Pre-Condition Operators”. 

- Validity of all fields used in the conditions and actions.  (They must still exist as metadata) 

- Validity of the Form/Tab/Section hierarchies, if used in a Hide or Show tab/section action. 

- Any rule identified in a Run Rule action must have a status of “Validated” or “Deployed”. 

If the system finds anything amiss, the status will be set to “Validation Errors”.  You can find the details 

under the Related menu in the “Deployment Errors” link. 

If all is well, the Rule Definition status will be set to “Ready to Deploy”. 

Deploy the Rule 

When you are ready to see the rule work, you need to deploy it.  To deploy it, just click the Deploy 

button at the top of a Rule Definition form: 

 

Or at the top of the CRM Entity form: 
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When you click deploy, you will see this message: 

   

                           

 

As the alert states, the next step is to click on the “Rule Deployment History” tab.  When you see the 5- 

step deployment process complete successfully, all the rules you have deployed for that entity have 

been placed on your form and the form is ready to test.
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Chapter 3: Individual Action Types Explained 
In this section, we give you details behind the individual Visionary Rule Action Types, and what you need 

to enter to make them work properly.  Note that all actions need an action type and an entity.  These 

actions are available within the IF/THEN/ELSE and/or CASE Rule Types. 

The following section defines what else you need to specify to make a rule work.  These are arranged by 

the Visionary Rule Action Type Categories, which are again: 

Action Category Description 

Alter Form 
Appearance  

Change the appearance of a form by conditionally hiding and showing tabs, 
sections, fields and more. 

Set Field Value Set the value of a field.  Can set it to a constant, another field value, a field value 
from another entity, a mathematical equation or a derived (concatenated string) 
value 

Data Validation Use Alerts, Field Notifications, Form notifications, and the Confirm action type to 
improve the messaging to the user, or create questions whose answer causes 
different behavior. 

Other Any of the lesser-used action types that do not fit into an app category are 
available within the Visionary Rules Suite app. 
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Actions that “Alter Form Appearance” 
One of the primary use cases where Visionary Rules shines is to modify the appearance of the form 

based on the values of fields on the form, or the logged in user.  We have built a targeted app called 

“Visionary Rules: Alter Form Appearance”. These action types are also available in the “Visionary Rules 

Suite” app.    Both apps enable the following action types: 

Action Type Name Brief Description 

Hide Field 
Remove a field from the visible form. The most commonly requested 
enhancement is to be able to hide fields, or sections, or entire tabs.  This will 
hide one field. 

Show Field Conditionally show this field, based on user role, or field values 

Hide Section 
Hiding sections based on data on the record allows you to present a cleaner 
form, unveiling data only when appropriate. 

Show Section 
Set a section to ‘not be visible by default’ in the Admin UI, and use this Rule 
Type to show the section only when required by the data on the form. 

Hide Tab 
You can set a tab to not be visible in the Admin UI; this will set it visible when 
the conditions you specify are true. 

Show Tab 
Typically used as the THEN action, with Hide Tab as the ELSE Action, to show 
tabs conditionally. 

Set Option Set List 
Restrict the values visible within an option set.  Often used in conjunction with 
another option set to e.g., restrict the States to those that belong to a Country. 

Disable Field 
Make the specified field read only.  Typically used with a role condition (IF Syst 
Admin Then Enable Field Else Disable Field).  Should also look at field level 
security OOB in CRM. 

Enable Field 
Make the specified field available for input.  Typically used as an ELSE condition 
where the THEN condition is to Disable the field, or vice versa. 

Disable All Fields 

Typically, you should use CRM security properly, and deactivate a record, to 
disable all fields.  This action type will disable every field on the form. (Typically 
used in conjunction with Enable Field commands; the order of actions is 
important, as you should disable all fields first, then enable one or two.) 

Enable All Fields 
Make all fields on the form available for input.  (Not sure I’ve ever found a need 
for this one, as a CRM form normally loads this way, but it’s here if you need it.) 

Set Tab Label If you use a tab for different things, you can set the specific label. 

Set Section Label Change the section label based on conditions 

Set Field Label Change the label on run time.   

Hide Subgrid Remove a subgrid from the visible form. 

Show Subgrid Show a subgrid previously hidden. 

Set Focus to Subgrid Set the cursor to a subgrid. 

Set Subgrid Label Set the label of a subgrid. 

Set Focus Move the cursor to a specific field. 

Set Tab Focus Acts as if the user clicked on the Tab. 

Set Section Focus Move the cursor to the section 

Refresh Reload the form. 
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Hide Field 

The Hide Field Action type temporarily removes one field that would otherwise be displayed on the form 

from view. 

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: Visibility: No 
The Visibility business rule, when Visible is set to No, performs the same function as this Hide Field 
Action Type.   
 
 

 
 
While this capability exists in Business Rules, we include this action type because we’ve found many 
customers want all of their form logic in one, searchable database.  The Visionary Rules database stores 
your rules in the CDS.  Also, unlike Business Rules, Visionary Rules also gives you complete control over 
when your rules run. 
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Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  UnCheck Visibility Box 

 

The System Admin can hide a field from displaying on a form by unchecking the visibility box on the Field 

Properties page.  This action removes it from the form at all times from all users.  The Hide Field action 

type gives you the flexibility to conditionally hide a field from view. 

Usage 
If you want to conditionally hide a field, use the Hide Field action type. 

Pair with Show Field 
Typically, you should select Show Field rules as THEN Actions, and pair them with Hide Field ELSE 
Actions. 
 
Actions Created Automatically! 
All fields on an entity that has been published in CRM will automatically have a “Hide Field” action 

created for them after you click on the “Create/Update Entity” button on the Configuration page. 
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Building a Hide Field rule 

As mentioned, you should not have to build a new Hide Field rule because it should have already been 

created. 
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Show Field 

The Show Field action displays a field that was otherwise hidden on a form.   

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: Visibility: Yes 
The Visibility Business Rule, when visible is set to Yes, provides the same functionality. 

 

 

One reason we include this action type is because we’ve found some customers want all logic in one, 
searchable database.  The Visionary Rules database stores your rules in the CDS.    Also, unlike Business 
Rules, Visionary Rules also gives you complete control over when your rules run. 
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Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  Check Visibility Box 

The System Admin can set a field to be visible on a form by checking the ‘Visible by default’ box.   

 

Usage 
If you want to conditionally show a field, use the Show Field action type.  

Pair with Hide Field 
Typically, you should select Show Field rules as THEN Actions, and pair them with Hide Field ELSE 
Actions. 
 
Actions Created Automatically! 
All fields on an entity that has been published in CRM will automatically have a “Show Field” action 

created for them after you click on the “Create/Update Entity” button on the Configuration page. 
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Building a Show Field rule 

As mentioned, you should not have to build a new Show Field rule because it should have already been 

created.  To do so, add a new action, select “Show Field” as the action type, and select the field name to 

hide,. 
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Hide Section 

In the new Unified Interface, Hide and Show Section will be one of your more often-used action types.  

This action hides a section on a form.  (Works on all versions of Dynamics CRM.) 

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: None 

Without Visionary Rules, your only choice is to individually hide all of the fields in a section.   

Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  UnCheck Visibility Box 

 

Note that you can hide a section every time a form is loaded by UNchecking this box. 

Usage 
You might then use the Show Section action type to only show this section under certain conditions. 

Pair with Show Section 
Typically, you should select Show Section rules as THEN Actions, and pair them with Hide Section ELSE 
Actions. 
 
Actions Created Automatically! 
All tabs on all forms that have been published in CRM will automatically have a “Hide Section” action 

created for them after you click on the “Create/Update Entity” button on the Configuration page. 

So, to Hide a Section, just click the “Add Existing” button above the THEN Action grid (or ELSE Action 

grid) search and select the appropriate action from the list shown.   
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Building a Hide Section rule 

As mentioned, you should not have to build a new Hide Section rule because it should have already 

been created.  But creating one is easy.  Just select the “Hide Section” action type and the form will 

display the Form, Tab, and Section lookup fields, which will identify the section to be hidden. 
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Show Section 

The Show Section action can show a Section that was otherwise hidden when a form is loaded. 

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: None 

Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  UnCheck Visibility Box 

 

Note that you can hide a section every time a form is loaded by UNchecking this box. 

Usage 
You might then use the Show Section action type to only show this section under certain conditions. 

The prior version of Visionary Rules used Show Tabs to gather action details for a rule you created.  The 

Unified Interface moved all tabs to show across the top instead of down the page, so we rebuilt our UI 

to be section-dominant instead of tab-dominant.  So in the Visionary Rules Apps, you will see liberal 

usage of this action type: many action types you select require a lot of additional information.  When 

that is the case, we run a “Show Section” action so we can collect the information required to carry out 

your prescribed action. 

Pair with Show Section 
Typically, you should select Show Section rules as THEN Actions, and pair them with Hide Section ELSE 
Actions. 
 
Actions Created Automatically! 
All tabs on all forms that have been published in CRM will automatically have a “Hide Section” action 

created for them after you click on the “Create/Update Entity” button on the Configuration page. 

So, to Hide a Section, just click the “Add Existing” button above the THEN Action grid (or ELSE Action 

grid) search and select the appropriate action from the list shown.   
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Building a Hide Section rule 

As mentioned, you should not have to build a new Hide Section rule because it should have already 

been created automatically. 
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Hide Tab 

The “Hide Tab” action type will cause a tab to disappear from the tab set across the top of a form.  

 For example, if you select a “IF/THEN/ELSE” action type, the tab set will change to show the following: 

 

If you blank out the action type, a series of “Hide Tab” actions result in the following tab set: 

 

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: None 

Without Visionary Rules, your no-code solution is to hide every field in the tab. That could take a lot 

longer than just hiding all fields on the tab with one rule. 

Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  UnCheck Visibility Box 

 

Note that you can hide a tab every time a form is loaded by UNchecking this box. 

Usage 
A common use of the Hide/Show tab action types is to create one ‘long’ form that can handle the form 

layout requirements of all business stakeholders, hide all tabs on load, and then show tabs that apply to 

this transaction. 

Example: Eating our own dogfood 
For example, we hide all tabs but the General tab on the Rule Definition form when you create a new 

rule.  After you select the Rule Type, we show the tabs that gather the information needed to carry out 

actions for that rule type. 

Actions Created Automatically! 
All tabs on all forms that have been published in CRM will automatically have a “Hide Tab” action 

created for them after you click on the “Create/Update Entity” button on the Configuration page. 

Pair with Show Tab 
Typically, you should select Show Tab rules as THEN Actions, and pair them with Hide Tab ELSE Actions. 
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Show Tab 

The “Show Tab” action type will cause a new tab to appear in the existing tab set across the top of a 

form.   On our Rule Definitions form, we run “Show Tab” actions to display the Conditions, THEN 

Actions, ELSE Actions, and Events tabs when the “IF/THEN/ELSE” rule Type is selected.  

 
 
Microsoft 

Visionary Rules 

Business Rules 

Rules Equivalent: None 

Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent: Check Visibility Box 

 

Note that you can show a tab every time the form is loaded by checking this box under the Properties 

tab for a Tab on a form within “Settings / Configurations / Entity / Form.    

Usage 
If you want to only show a tab under certain conditions, UNCHECK this box, and write a rule to “Show 

Tab” when the circumstances you specify are met. 
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Pair with Hide Tab 
Typically, you should select Show Tab rules as THEN Actions, and pair them with Hide Tab ELSE Actions. 
 
Actions Created Automatically! 
All tabs on all forms that have been published in CRM will automatically have a “Show Tab” action 

created for them after you click on the “Create/Update Entity” button on the Configuration page. 

So, to Show a Tab, just click the “Add Existing” button above the THEN Action grid (or ELSE Action grid) 

search and select the appropriate action from the list shown.   

Building a Show Tab rule 

As mentioned, you should not have to build a new Show Tab rule because it should have already been 

created for you by clicking the “Create/Update” button for an entity on the Rules Configuration page.  

But, if that process errors out for any reason (sometimes a particularly long tab might fail), you can 

easily create a Show Tab rule yourself. 

When performing actions that affect a tab’s appearance, all we need to know is the form and tab name.  

Simply create a new Action, and set the Type to “Show Tab”.  The form will repaint to show the Form 

Name and Tab Name fields.   

 

The Rule Target Form is a filtered lookup, based on the Entity entered, so it will only show you forms for 

this entity.  (If you only have one form per entity, just type the letter “I” in this field, and the default 

“Information” form will be displayed, and can be selected.)  The Tab is a filtered lookup, based on the 

Form selected. 
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Note that it will often result in faster load times if you hide a tab with the CRM Admin form.  So, if you 

usually will want a tab hidden, do so with the CRM Admin form UI.  Your rule should still have the Show 

tab / Hide tab logic in it, but if the tab is already hidden, the form will load faster, then do nothing when 

it hits your Hide tab rule, and the result is a quickly hidden tab. 

Example: Eating our own dogfood 
 
The “Rule Definition” form is a great example of using this technology.  When the form loads, you only 

see the main Rule Definition tab.  (Generated Code is blank, as are Notes). 

 

If you enter a Rule Type of “IF/THEN/ELSE”, rules run to show the tabs for Conditions, THEN Actions, 

ELSE Actions, and Events.   
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You then fill out each of these tabs as required to build out your rule. 
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Set Option Set List  

First, build a CRM option set, either a global one or not, that contains all of the possible selectable 

values.  Then, if you only want some options available under certain critcumstances, you can set a rule 

to do that.    

To build this action, Select “Set Option Set List” as the Action Type.  The “Option Set Details” tab will 

now appear.   

 

Click on the Option Set Details tab and specify the Option Set field name you want to modify.   Then, 

SAVE this action record.  (Notice the grid reminds you.)  OnSave, our system will look into our Rule Entity 

Field Value entity and create one Option Set record for each value available in that option set, and 

refresh the grid. 
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To remove one or more options, change the Visible field value from “Yes” to “No”. 

 

When this rule runs, only the option set values marked as “Visible: Yes” will appear in the Option Set. 

Dependent Picklists or Hierarchical Option Sets, or Country/State type of option sets 

Note that this Action Type enables you to create “dependent picklists” (a/k/a “Hierarchical picklists” or 

hierarchical option sets, or dependent option sets).    To do this, you need to create one rule for each 

option in the first option set, each with an action that sets the applicable values in the second, 

dependent, option set. 
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Please note that the CASE Rule Type makes creating dependent picklists easier.  A CASE Rule Type, built 

on the first option set, would allow you to specify a different action for each distinct option set value, in 

just one rule.    

For example, if you wanted to have a Country option set drive the values selectable in the State option 

set, and let’s assume 3 values for now in the Country, US, Canada, and Mexico, you would create a CASE 

rule that would have three possible values.  Now, you simply identify the action to associate with each 

option set value.  For Canada, you’d run a “Set Option Set” rule that created the Canadian provinces as 

valid values, while for the US, you would run a rule that would make the 50 US States selectable in that 

second option set.   
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Disable Field 

Disabling a field makes it ‘locked’ so no changes can be made to that field value on the form.  The 

converse is Enable Field, which unlocks a field and allows the user to change that field value. 

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: Lock 

 

The System Admin can write a business rule to lock, or disable, a field.  

Dynamics CRM Equivalent: Click Section > Check Lock Button 

 

The system admin typically leaves the locking box unchecked, so a user can enter data into that field.   

Usage 
If you want to conditionally enable (unlock) or disable (lock) a field, either leave this box unchecked and 

use Disable Field actions when you want to lock the field; or, check this box to lock the field, and use 

Enable Field to unlock it. 

Note: this only disables the field on the form(s) specified, when the event occurs.  Best practice is to 

write disable field rules to run onload, as well as when the data fields in your condition change.  If you 

only write the rule onchange, a user opening the form to edit the record could modify that field value. 
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Also note: knowledgeable users may be able to modify a field that is disabled by a rule by using bulk edit 

or by exporting to Excel, making changes to this field value, and importing the revised Excel sheet.  

Disabling a field is not the same as using Field Level Security. 

Pair with Enable Field 
Typically, you should select Enable Field rules as THEN Actions, and pair them with Disable Field ELSE 
Actions (or vice-versa, depending on your condition set). 
 
Actions Created Automatically! 
All fields on the entity will automatically have an “Disable Field” action created for them after you click 

on the “Create/Update Entity” button on the Configuration page. 

Building a Disable Field rule 

As mentioned, you should not have to build a new Disable Field rule because it should have already 

been created.  Simply select Disable Field as the action type and enter the field name to disable.  (Of 

course, the key is that you can specify any conditions you like to precisely define when a field is enabled 

or disabled.) 
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Enable Field 

Enabling a field makes it available for data entry on a form.  The converse is Disable Field, which locks a 

field and prevents any change to that field value. 

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: Unlock 

 

The System Admin can write a business rule to unlock, or enable, a field.  

Dynamics CRM Equivalent: Click Section > Uncheck Lock Button 

 

The system admin typically leaves the locking box unchecked, so a user can enter data into that field.   

Usage 
If you want to conditionally enable (unlock) or disable (lock) a field, either leave this box unchecked and 

use Disable Field actions when you want to lock the field; or, check this box to lock the field, and use 

Enable Field to unlock it. 

Pair with Disable Field 
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Typically, you should select Enable Field rules as THEN Actions, and pair them with Disable Field ELSE 
Actions (or vice-versa, depending on your condition set). 
 
Actions Created Automatically! 
All fields on the entity will automatically have an “Enable Field” action created for them after you click 

on the “Create/Update Entity” button on the Configuration page. 

Building an Enable Field rule 

As mentioned, you should not have to build a new Enable Field rule because it should have already been 

created.  Simply select Enable Field and enter the field name to enable.  (Of course, the key is that you 

can specify any conditions you like to precisely define when a field is enabled or disabled.) 
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Disable All Fields 

We only need to know what entity and form you are disabling (or enabling) all fields for.   The form will 

be specified in the Event Handler section, so all we need on the action is the entity, and the sequence 

number (typically this would be the first thing you’d do in a group of actions, followed by one or more 

Enable field actions). 

 

 

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: None 

Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  Field Behavior: Read Only (for all fields) 

 

 

The system admin typically does NOT check the “Lock the field on the form” box, to allow the field value 

to be changed. 
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Usage 
Typically, when a user opens a form, most of the fields on the form are ‘enabled’.  This action type is 

typically used to lock down a form so that a user can see it but they cannot change it.  Typically, you 

would create a rule that specifies the disable all fields action, followed by one or more enable field 

actions. 

 

Warning; Knowledgeable Users can get around the “Disable All Fields” Action Type 

The ”Disable All Fields” Action Type should not be confused with field security.   

If you have knowledgeable users, there are many ways around a form-level JavaScript restriction like 

this. 

(1) If you give users bulk edit capability, they can modify field values without opening a form that 

runs the JavaScript.   

(2) if these rules don’t exist on all forms, and you have users who have access to multiple forms, 

they can simply change the form to the less restrictive one.   

(3) If you allow users to export to Excel, they can potentially modify the data in Excel, and import 

the spreadsheet, getting around any form-level restrictions. 

(4) System customizers can “Save As” a form, and remove the web resources and event handlers, 

thus removing all restrictions like this. 

So, best practice would be to use this just as a reminder to users as they are going about normal 

transactions that this data is not to be modified. 
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Enable All Fields 

Typically, when a user opens a form, most of the fields on the form are ‘enabled’.  This action type is 

designed to be used in conjunction with “Disable Fields” action types.  This action type is often used to 

give System Admins or other privileged user roles the ability to override a field value that is locked to 

other users. 

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: None 

Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  Field Behavior: Not Read Only (for all fields) 

. 

The system admin typically does NOT check the “Field is read only” box, to allow the field value to be 

changed.   

Usage 
Typically, when a user opens a form, most of the fields on the form are ‘enabled’.  This action type is 

designed to be used in conjunction with “Disable All Fields” action type.  One scenario is ‘locking’ the 

record down after the status reached a certain level.  OOB, you could ‘deactivate’ a record, but that is 

commonly done as a ‘soft delete’: typically, deactivated records are not seen on views.  So often sales 

records like opportunities are ‘locked down’ once the quote is out the door.  In that case, you can use 

the Disable All Fields action type to lock it down.  You may want the VP of Sales to be able to modify a 

record, so you could have a rule that checks for a certain role, and “Enable All Fields” for the VP. 

Pair with Disable All Fields, as noted above. 
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Building the Enable All Fields action 

There are no other field values required: the “Enable All Fields” action type tells us everything we need 

to know. 
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Set Tab Label 

This action type changes the tab label from the default set by the System Administrator. 

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: None 

Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  Tab Label 

Building the Set Tab Label action 

When the Set Tab Label action type is selected, you’ll be prompted to enter the Form and Tab whose 

label you wish to modify. 

 

After identifying the form, you then enter the label.  As you can see from the screenshot above. You 

have three choices as to how to define the label: 

Label Type Explanation 

Set the Label to the Text Entered Set the label to a new, constant, text string. 

Set the Label to a Concatenated String Combine multiple field values to derive a label. 

Set the Label to a Function Return Value Use your own function to define the tab label. 
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Usage 
The tab label is set by the System Admin, but if you have a complex tab, perhaps with multiple sections, 

you may want to vary the tab label based on which sections you are displaying. 
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Set Section Label 

This action type changes the section label from the default set by the System Administrator. 

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: None 

Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  Section Label 

Building the Set Section Label action 

When the Set Section Label action type is selected, you’ll be prompted to enter the Form, Tab, and 

Section whose label you wish to modify. 
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After identifying the section, you then enter the label.  As you can see from the screenshot above. You 

have three choices as to how to define the label: 

Label Type Explanation 

Set the Label to the Text Entered Set the label to a new, constant, text string. 

Set the Label to a Concatenated String Combine multiple field values to derive a label. 

Set the Label to a Function Return Value Use your own function to define the tab label. 
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Set Field Label 

The System Admin can define a field label in the Admin UI. This action type temporarily changes the field 

label displayed.   

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: None 

Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  Field Label 

Building the Set Field Label action 

When the Set Field Label action type is selected, you’ll be prompted to enter the Field whose label you 

wish to modify. 

 

 

After identifying the section, you then enter the label.  As you can see from the screenshot above. You 

have three choices as to how to define the label: 

Label Type Explanation 

Set the Label to the Text Entered Set the label to a new, constant, text string. 

Set the Label to a Concatenated String Combine multiple field values to derive a label. 

Set the Label to a Function Return Value Use your own function to define the tab label. 
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SubGrids 

The following actions may be useful in the refreshed forms to remove (hide) some of the tabs on the 

right hand side.  Don’t forget you can combine rule types to achieve desired objectives.  For example, 

you could create Count rules to identify the number of opportunities or cases that exist, and if none 

exist, you could hide that subgrid.  (But, this makes it tough to ever create that first one, so use this 

with care… ;-) 

Hide Subgrid  Useful to reduce the information normally presented in the 
right panes in the new refreshed forms.   

Show Subgrid If conditions warrant, you can bring back sub-grids you have 
previously hidden. 

Refresh Subgrid <Works intermittently> 

Set Focus to Subgrid <Works intermittently> 

Set Subgrid Label Can change the sub-grid level, based on other data. 

Set Focus 

If you want to give one field the focus (define on what field the cursor is to be placed), you simply need 

to give us the field name.  Typically, this is used in an onLoad event, so when a form is displayed, the 

field you want gets the focus.   

Set Tab Focus 

As the name states, set the focus to one of the tabs across the top of the form. 

Set Section Focus 

Set the focus to a section on the form . 

Refresh 

The Refresh action type will refresh, or re-load the form. 
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Hide Time 

New to CRM 2015, you can now hide the time component of date/time fields.   

Not really too sure why you would want to do this with a rule instead of just selecting the option on the 

Field Attribute form to show the format as “Date Only”, but here you go.   

Show Time 

New to CRM 2015, you can now show the time component of date/time fields.   

One use case might be if you a certain Case Type or Priority or Customer or SLA, you may be obligated to 

track time to the minute, so use Show Time as an action attached to those types of conditions.  If it is a 

lower priority item, and you just need a rough date, hide the time component.  

This Hide/Show Time rule pair is an excellent example of rules that often appear in the same rule, one 

on the THEN Action, the other on the ELSE Action.  
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‘Set Field Value’ Action Types 
These Action Types enable administrators to dynamically set the value of fields on the current form 

based on business requirements implemented as rules.  For example, you can concatenate strings 

together, and assign the result to a field on the form.    

R’ule Action Type Name Description/Usage 

Set Field Value Set a field value to a constant value.  Based on the field 
type, Visionary Rules shows a field of the proper type to 
store the value. 

Set Field to Derived String Concatenation 
value 

Set a field to any number of fields and text values, linked 
together.  Very useful for setting “Name” fields to a 
derived value.  For example, an opportunity name could 
be programmatically set to: 
<Customer> on <Est Close Date> for <Est Amt>. 

Set Field to Other Field Value Set a field to the value of another field on the same entity.  
Useful if you want users to select lookups or enter 
custom text.  This enables you to set the text field to the 
lookup value. Then, you can use the text value on views 
to show custom and lookup values in one column. 

Copy Field<s) From Lookup Entity You can traverse any lookup on any form and bring in 
values from that parental (lookup) entity onto the current 
form.  For example: copy the account address to a 
contact. (Can work each time you open the form, better 
than mapping, which only works for new records.) 

Set Field to Mathematical Function Can add, subtract, multiply and divide field values. 

Set Field to Now Set the value of a date field to the current date and time 

Set to Null Clear out a field; set it to blanks; or nulls. 

Fire OnChange If you change a field value with code, and you have 
events defined on the onChange event for that field, then 
you typically want to “Fire OnChange”, which will run the 
event handlers for that field whose value you changed. 
Note: Microsoft Business Rules do NOT run the code 
attached to a field that is changed via a Business Rule. 

Always Submit Field If you write a rule that updates a read-only (disabled) 
field, use this action to commit that change to the 
database. 
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Set Field to Function Return Value You can write a complicated function that evaluates many 
field values.  As long as it returns a single value within 
the function, you can use that function to set a CRM Field 
value. 

 

There are also two Rule Types that can set field values: “Count Children”, and “Sum Fields Across 

Children”.   (See the Chapter on Rule Types, for more info). 
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Best practices: When to run rules when setting field values 

Event Effect When to use Caveat 

OnLoad Refreshes the 
field value upon 
loading.   

Typically, not a good 
idea, unless you are 
refreshing fields copied 
from a parent record, 
that could have changed.   

If you only run this onLoad, it won’t 
show the effects of your most recent 
update.  And if you run it onSave, so 
it’s stored, then why bother running 
it again onLoad? 

OnSave Will update the 
Field just before 
sending the data 
to the database. 

Rarely.   If you only want 
to run this calculation 
once, and not 
immediately show the 
effects of the changes in 
the UI. 

Don’t set the name field to required, 
as CRM will catch that it is blank 
before your onSave rule runs. 

onChange 
of each 
component 
field 

Will update the 
field each time 
any of the 
component parts 
change. 

Most immediate 
feedback to the user.  
Also enables them to 
change it after they enter 
the component parts (so 
that it becomes a 
prefilled value, not a 
derived and non-
modifiable value.) 

One reason you may not be able to 
use this approach is if you have a 
divisor that isn’t the first field you fill 
in, so you could get divide by 0 
errors. 
 
If not dividing, you can still get an 
error (and the math rule won’t work) 
if any field involved in your 
calculation is blank, or null!   The best 
solution is to combine this approach 
with an onload rule that sets all fields 
involved in calculations to a default 
value.  Or, test for null conditions 
before running the rule. This 
prevents null math errors. 

OnChange 
AND 
OnSave 

Update the field 
each time any 
part changes, and 
when record 
saved. 

If you want to ensure the 
value is always equal to 
the formula.  In other 
words, user cannot 
overwrite this derivation. 

Users aren’t typically a fan when they 
can’t overwrite something, but if you 
want to ensure a formula is not 
overwritten, either run this rule on 
Save, or make the field read-only, 
and add a “Fire on Change” step. 
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Set Field Value (to a constant) 

You can see the power of Visionary Rules at work when you use the Set Field Value rule, as we have 

many rules that run, and, based on the field type, display a different field, so you can enter the field 

value as you would expect.  This is used by the Set Field Value rule to show: 

- An integer field for any numeric data type 

- A date selector for a date field 

- A text field to a text data type 

- A lookup field when the field type is either lookup or option set (we gather all of your option set 

data into our Entity Field Value table so we can have a filtered lookup based on field name to 

show you the valid values for your option set fields). 

When you first select the “Set Field Value” action type, the form repaints to show the following; 
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Once you enter the Field Name, the Field Type will be known, and once that field value is filled in, we 

run code to show the appropriate field type to set that field value. 
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Once you enter the field, you can enter the field value to set that field to. 
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If you selected a lookup field, the lookup field that appears is a filtered lookup that shows, in this case, 

the price lists. 

 

 

For checkboxes, you can uncheck it or check it. 

 

 

To set an integer or text field, you enter that value in the CRM Field Value field… 
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If we instead set the value of a date field, you see that the date control appears. 
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Set Field to Derived String Concatenation value 

I know, that’s a long action type name…  What you can do with this is combine field values and other 

text “strings” to derive a field’s value.  The best example is that companies often want to set the 

opportunity topic field to a concatenation of fields, to give sales reps a quick view of the Opportunity in 

one field.  For example: 

Set the Opportunity Topic to: <Account>: <Probability>: <Est Close Date>:  <Expected Value>) 

We can build a rule that combines the name of the Account linked to the opportunity, add a colon and a 

space between that and the Probability field, then add the Estimated Close Date field value, and the 

Expected Value field value. 

To set up this rule: 

1) Select the “Set Field to Derived String Concatenation Value” action type.   

2) Select the Entity (in this example, Opportunity) 

3) Select the Field (in this example, Topic) 

4) And Save the action (not save and close, we’re not done…) 

 
5) Now that we have saved our Action “header”, we can get to work building the string.  To start, 

move the cursor into the grid, and click the “Add New Rule Derivation” button. 
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6) On this form, enter the sequence number.  The string will be built in sequence number order, 

left to right.  So, the first thing we want to do is show the name of the Account this Opportunity 

is linked to, so we select that field name in the Field name box.  I also want to append a colon 

and a space after the name, so I click the “String After Field” lookup. 

7) The “String After Field” and “String Before Field” each let you build the “text” portions of your 

derived strings.  In this case, we’re going to add a colon, and check the space after text box, so 

we add a space.  (This adds “: “ to the text string.) 

 

8) OK, we’ve finished our first part, but it will get easier… 

 

9) We now want to add the Probability field value, and another colon and a space.    Click “Add 

New Rule Value” again. 
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10) This time, we add 1 to the sequence number (you can add 10, or 100 if you like, to leave room in 

case you change your mind, or the requirement changes – not that that ever happens…).   

11) We also select the Probability field, and as we want the same colon / space combination, I can 

just select that string. 

12) Save and Close that, and our grid now looks like this: 

 
13) Now, repeat: click the Add New Rule Derivation button, enter sequence number 3, and add the 

Estimated Close Date, and select the colon/space in the String After Field. 

14) Repeat, adding sequence number 4 and the Estimated Value fields.   (As this is the end of the 

string, do NOT select the colon/space value.) 

15) Your grid should look like this: 

When you “Validate” this rule (to generate the code), you’ll see the code is combing these 

values.   
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When to Run Rules 

You can run this (and any) rule one of three ways: onLoad, onChange, or onSave.  It may make sense to 

run this derivation rule one way over another, depending on how you (and your sales guys) operate. 

Typically, you’d run this on the OnChange events of the component fields (Account Name, Probability, 

Est Close Date and Est Revenue), if you want to make it update immediately (and/or if users typically 

modify it after you prefill it). 

The end result: if any of those fields are changed, the Topic will be immediately updated, and will always 

be set to the same, standardized, components.    
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Set Field to Other Field Value 

You can set one field to another field’s value.   

 

In the lookup field, you select the field that contains the value you want to set the (Job Title, in this 

example) Field Name to.  In other words, if your equation was: 

Set Job Title = Track 

Or, Set the Job Title equal to the Track field, the Field Name would be Job Title and you would select the 

“Track” field in the “Set to this Field’s Value” field. 

Most often this is used if there are, e.g.,  three similar fields, and the user can only select one of them.  

You could then set another text field to the value of any of those three fields, whenever they changed.  

Then, you could just place this one field on views, and it would show the value from whichever of those 

three fields were filled in. 
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Copy Fields From Lookup Entity 

Visionary Rules latest enhancement is an Action Type we call “Copy Field(s) from Lookup Entity”, which 

will enable you to copy fields from the Account down to the Contact form, e.g., without coding.  It will 

copy fields from the entity behind any lookup field onto your current form.  For example, on the 

Opportunity Product field, you have a lookup to the Product entity.  You can now copy any of the fields 

on the Product form to the Opportunity Product form, to show information about that product, or to 

use fields in calculations on that opportunity product form.   

And we make it really easy: just name the source and target fields the same, and we will automatically 

map them when you create the action.  If they are named differently, you can quickly add that 

source/target mapping yourself, using the familiar CRM interface that underlies Visionary Rules 

To create this type of rule in Visionary Rules: 

a) Select the Action Type.   
b) Select the Entity you want to copy fields to. (Any entity in your CRM system that has a form) 
c) Select the name of the Lookup field that links back to the entity you want to copy data from. 

 

d) The Lookup Entity identifies the table that you want to copy data from. 
e) When you save the new action, Visionary Rules will search the entity and the lookup entity, and 

will automatically map fields that have the same name.   Now, as you may only want to map 
custom fields with the same name, or not do this at all, you can select one of those three 
options here.  (We also exclude things like createdon, etc. and you can alter that list on our 
custom entity we called “Entity”.) 
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f) The mapped records can be deleted in bulk if you don’t want some, or you can easily add new 
fields to sync up.  To add new fields, just click on the subgrid and click “Add New Copy Fields”, 
and the following form will appear. 

 

 

Fields on the Copy Fields 
Form 

Usage 

Sequence The Sequence number just orders the order in which the field values 
are copied. 

Getting Data Form Prefilled with the entity you selected on the Action form (b above) 

This Entity Field The field you want to copy data into.  (You have to first create a new 
custom (or use an existing) field to store this copied data.  If the 
field doesn’t appear, you need to click the ‘Update Existing Fields’ 
button to refresh the metadata.) 

Field Type When you enter This Entity Field, we will figure out the field type, 
and display that 

Fire on Change Should be checked if you have any events running against This 
Entity Field, so they can respond to the (possible) change in value. 

Get Fields From The entity the lookup refers to, and is filled in from the Action form. 

Lookup Entity Field The field that you want top copy data from. 

Force Submit Should be checked if you want to force a read-only field to be 
updated in the database. 
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Set Field to Mathematically Derived Value 

This action lets you add, subtract, multiple, and divide fields and other fields, and/or constants.  You can 

do things like: 

C=A+B,   C=A+2, C=A-B,    C=A-2,  C=A/B,   C=A/100, C=A*B,   C=A*100 

To fill out a rule math action, first select the math action type, and enter the field you want to store the 

result in in the Math Field, and save. 

 

The screen will repaint displaying the Rule Math grid.  In this example, we are setting the value of 

“Whole Number 3” equal to the value of all of the “Rule Math” records in the sub-grid.  In this case, we 

just have one record that defines that Whole Number 1 and Whole Number 2 should be added together, 

with the result being place in Whole Number 3. 
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For more complicated mathematical expressions, simply add more Rule Math records.  The 

mathematical formula will be built in ascending sequence number order when you validate the rule. 

In addition, Parenthesis enable you to combine these operators in any way, e.g.  

C = (((A+B)/100)*(((A-B)*45))/100))/100.  
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More Complicated Example Equation 

To set up an equation, you build it line by line.  Let’s assume we take the standard estimated revenue 

equation and add a 90% ‘fudge’ factor.. 

My Revenue = Probability * Expected Amount * 90 / 100  

 

To create a rule that will perform this calculation: 

1) Select the  *math Action Type (you can enter *math into the Rule Type to select it) 

2) Enter the entity, and select the field name you want to store the calculation in.  In the example 

shown above, “My Revenue” was selected as the target field.  (A custom field added to the 

Opportunity entity).  Save it. 

3) Click into the grid area to enable the toolbar so you can click “Add New Rule Math”. 

4) On the New Rule Math form, you can add, subtract, multiply, or divide two fields, or one field 

and one constant.  In the example above (I’m going to say via the Transitive Property?), I can 

rewrite it to be “Expected Amount * 90 * Probability / 100. 

The end result will look like this: 

 

Note that this form was designed to allow you to quickly add or subtract two numbers or fields together.  

Once you get past two, you can only add one new field per line (although you can add a field operation 

and a constant, as shown in line 4 above.)    

As long as, when you read from top to bottom left to right, it makes sense in this grid, then you should 

be fine.  You can’t have two field names together, for example, without an operator in between.   

If you need to use parenthesis to get the order of operations correct, the number of left and right 

parens must match (or, it could appear as if your rules have many unusual errors, as downstream code 

may not have compiled correctly.) 
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Set Field to Now 

This will set a date field to the current date and time. 

 

Set Field to Null 

This action will blank any field.  You just need to specify the field name. 
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Fire On Change 

If you update a field manually in CRM, the CRM engine will automatically run all of the event handlers 

you have tied to this field’s onChange Event. 

If you update a field through code (a/k/a a Visionary Rule action), and you have onChange code attached 

to the field you update, then you often want to add this action, so that all of the actions linked to the 

updated field’s onChange event will fire.  For example, if you update the Contact Type, then you may 

want to run the code that would run when a user updated the Contact Type.  To achieve that, just add 

this Fire On Change action, specifying the same field that a previous rule updated. 

My best practice is to Fire On Change; if there are no events attached to that field, CRM will gracefully 

exit; if there are, they will run.  Perhaps more importantly if you later add an event to that other field, 

you don’t have to later come back to this rule and remember to set fire on change then.  If you have big 

efficiency (loading time) issues, you might take a more granular look at which code is running because of 

“fire on change” settings.  (Use the F12 debugger.) 

Always Submit Field 

Similarly, when you select the “Always Submit Field” action, all we need to know is the field name.  This 

action will be required if you create an action that updates a read-only, or disabled, field, AND you want 

that updated value to be stored in the database for that record.  If you don’t add this action, then the 

update will take place, but will only be valid while that form is open.  When the form is closed, that 

update would be lost.   
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Data Validation  
This category is a bit of a catch-all; there are some powerful capabilities mixed in here.   

Set Option Set List  

This action type lets you modify the options available for selection in an option set. 

First, build a CRM option set, either a global one or not, that contains the possible selectable values.  

Then, if you only want some options available under certain circumstances, you can set a rule to do that.    

To build this action, Select “Set Option Set List” as the Action Type.  The “Option Set Details” tab will 

now appear.   

 

Click on the Option Set Details tab and specify the Option Set field name you want to modify.   Then, 

SAVE this action record.  (Notice the grid reminds you.)   

OnSave, our system will look into our Rule Entity Field Value entity and create one Option Set record for 

each value available in that option set and refresh the grid. 
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To remove one or more options, change the Visible field value from “Yes” to “No”. 

 

When this rule runs, only the option set values marked as “Visible: Yes” will appear in the Option Set. 
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Set Required Field Level 

You can set a field to be required, recommended, or none, just like you can on a CRM Field Attribute 

page.  But using Visionary Rules you can conditionally set a field to required (or not, or recommended) 

based on data and events.  All we need to know is the field name, and if you want to set it to be 

required, or not.   

Dynamics 365 System Configuration Equivalent:  Field Requirement: Business Required 

 

The system admin can set a field as business required on the Field Properties box.  This will always 

require that a value be entered into that field before the record can be saved.     

Microsoft Business Rules Equivalent: Set Business Required 
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The System Admin can write a business rule to set a field to required or not, but not recommended.  But 

using Business Rules for Required or Not Required works as expected.  You can also conditionally require 

a field using business rule conditions.  

Usage 
Often, you may want to conditionally require a field.  In that case, leave the field optional or Business 

Recommended.  Then write a rule with the conditions under which the field should be changed to 

required and add the “Set Required Field Level” action and set the “Required Level” to Required. 

Note that this action will display the red asterisk to indicate that a field is required, and therefore uses 

the OOB CRM alert “<Field Name> Required”.  That means that the required field will only be enforced 

onSave.  If you wanted to give them an alert at the same time you made the field required, you would 

need to use the Display Alert action to display the alert. 

Pair with Set Required Field Level 
Typically, you should select Required Field rules as THEN Actions, and pair them with NOT Req’d ELSE 
Actions (or vice-versa, depending on your condition set). 
 
NOTE: Take care to not set a field to be required AND hide it – your user won’t be able to save the 
record. 
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Actions Created Automatically! 
All fields on the entity will automatically have two “Set Required Field Level” actions created for them 

after you click on the “Create/Update Entity” button on the Configuration page: one action will “Set 

Req’d: <Field Name>”, and another will “Set NOT Req’d: <Field Name>”. 
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Building a Set Required Field Level action 

As mentioned, you should not have to build a new Set Required Field Level action because it should 

have already created. 
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Set Field Notification 

The new Set Field Notification CAT is designed specifically for Field Data Validation tasks.   To create a 

Set field Notification action, select that action type, and enter the message in the box provided. 

                                    

 As you can see by the example alert text, the user cannot save the record while a field notification 

message is showing.  (You can see the Red X by the field label.)  Note that the user cannot remove a field 

notification message; you write another rule to do it.   

Let’s look at a typical scenario.  Let’s say you have an Lead Type field, and when that is set to “Potential 

National Account”, then the Market must be set to either “Global”, or “US wide”. 

You can write a rule that runs when the Lead Type field or the Market changes.   

You would write a condition rule, for example: 

IF <Lead Type> = ‘Potential National Account’ 

AND <Market> is NOT equal to “Global” 

AND <Market> is NOT equal to “US Wide” 

THEN Set Field Notification (on the Market Field) “Potential National Accounts must be placed into the 

Global or US Wide market.” 

 

The user cannot now save the record.  You must write a rule to clear that Field Notification message.  

Now, we could write another rule to do that, but best practices would suggest instead writing an else 

clause: 

IF <Lead Type> = ‘Potential National Account’ 

AND <Market> is NOT equal to “Global” 
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AND <Market> is NOT equal to “US Wide” 

THEN  

Set Field Notification (on the Market Field) “Potential National Accounts must be placed into the 

Global or US Wide market.” 

ELSE 

Clear Field Notification (on the Market field). 

So, with this rule being attached to Lead Type and Market, and the Field Notification attached to 

Market, the user flow will look like this: 

1) User enters any Lead Type except for Potential National Account, and the Market, and the user 

will not receive any message. 

2) If the user changes the Lead Type to Potential National Account, and the Market is NOT Global 

or US wide (e..g, BLANK), then the THEN action would display this Field Notification message.  

The user cannot save the record without correcting this error. 

3) The user then selects Global or US Wide in the Market, and the ELSE clause kicks in, and that 

Field Notification message is cleared. 

4) The user can now save the record. 

Clear Field Notification 

As just discussed, Clear Field Notification messages removes a message you previously set with Set Field 

Notification.  Notice that when you build this rule, you must specify the field name. 

                              

This is because you can actually have multiple “Set Field Notification” messages displayed.  (For 

example, when there are multiple data validation errors on the record.)  So, you can “turn off” the Set 

Field Notification message field by field.  
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Set Form Notification  

To build a set form notification action, you select “Set Form Notification” from the Action Type field, and 

then enter the message text, and the notification level.   

 

 

Informational Form Notification 

Selecting “Info” as the Notification level will result in a message showing a blue circle with the letter “I” 

in it. 
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Warning Form Notification 

If you set the level to Warning, then the message will appear with a brownish circle, with an exclamation 

point. 

                                                       

Error Level Form Notification 

Finally, if you set the Notification Level to “Error” when building a Set Form Notification rule: 

 

 

                                   

Will result in the message you enter being displayed as an error. 

Important Note! 

The Error level form notification message does NOT mean that the user cannot save the record!   If that 

behavior is required, use the Set Field Notification event.  That automatically makes the field required 

input, and you cannot save until something is entered into that field, at which point you run an 

onchange event rule that re-validates the conditions on your data validation rules.  If one of them do not 

pass, then a new field notification error message can be displayed.  If all conditions pass, then you can 

Clear the Field Notification, and let the save event continue. 
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Clear Form Notification 

To remove a form notification message, you simply enter the Clear Form Notification command as the 

Action Type, and enter the same text as the entered into the Form Notification ID field when you added 

the Set Form Notification message.  

When you use this action type is based on how you’ve structured all of your rules, and the timing of 

events that cause the form notification message to be created and displayed.  

For example, if you have a data validation rule that states that “one of these two fields must be 

entered”, you can’t use OOB CRM to make either of them required, so you need to write some code (or, 

create some rules). 

In this case, I would typically run that rule as an OnSave event.  So, the user fills out the form, and saves 

the record.  If our IF Conditions are both true (Phone Number does not contain data AND Email does not 

contain data, e.g.) then we could display an error level Form Notification event 

Again, the Form Notification error level does NOT stop the save of the form, you might pair this action 

with another, for example a set field message, or removing the value of a required (hidden, read only) 

‘control’ field. 

Finally, in this example, you might want to issue “Clear Form Notification” actions whenever the two 

fields you are looking to be entered (Phone or Email) change.    

This would result in a UI that would let the user enter all of the data in the form (in peace).  When they 

save the record, we run our validation rule that, when it fails, does a set form notification to let the user 

know about the error.  When they enter in either the phone number or the email, the Clear Form 

Notification action will wipe out that yellow form notification as if by magic. 
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Prompt 

This is one of my favorite new actions in 2015!  For the first time, we have an easy way to directly 

communicate with our users, and do things based on their actions.   Yes, this Prompt Action is what 

people wanted, and Microsoft formed a committee turned that thought into the nearly un-maintainable 

Process Dialogs functionality.  (Although that is still useful stuff; just a bear to maintain over time.)  

With this action, you give the user the familiar OK/Cancel box, with whatever text you enter in the rule 

action form displayed as a well, a prompt. 

We’re big into multi-tasking these days, so here is an example of a Prompt Action form filled out.  We 

wrote this rule as part of our Self Guided Demo...  This action will do the following: 

IF the user clicks OK, we will hide a section.  If the user clicks Cancel, we will hide the tab.   

  

After the user selects either “OK” or “Cancel”, the message box disappears, and the action you specified 

is carried out. 

You can actually see this rule work in CRM 2015.  Just go to our Solution Configuration page, and click on 

the “Self Guided Demo” link.  Then, enter “Prompt” as the Demo Action Type, as you see this message 

before you, and it will do two different things based on what you, our user, selects! 

There are so many Use Cases for this option, I think it will become as oft-used as Copy from other 

entities, and Hide/Show Tabs and Sections.  Consider: 

- Confirm a user action immediately 

o Similar to “are you sure you want to delete this” messages, you could use it to confirm 

an unusual action, for example, changing the Opportunity Status from Hot to Cold.  (This 

is a fun one, as you would use our “Was Operators” to detect a change, by this user 

since this form was opened.  If the value “was” hot, and is now “cold”, you could ask the 

user a series of questions, in a tree-like, or triage-like system.) 

o In this case, the Prompt message might be: “You just change this Account Type from 

Customer to Vendor.  This will modify the information displayed on this form.  To 
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continue with changing this to a Vendor account, click ‘OK’.  To put the account type 

back to Customer, click ‘Cancel’.” 

- Create a triage system 

o The ability to call rules, which can then run more prompts, which can run more rules, 

gives you the ability to build a “decision tree” based structure.   

o While you can do this with dialogs, dialogs are really tough to change once you build 

them, without having to re-build big portions of it.  This will enable you to plug-in a new 

branch anytime (you could probably run a phone system response based on these types 

of rules). 

- Create a new help guidance system for new users.   

o Add a new field to the User entity to indicate their ‘level’. 

o Write a rule, if level = “Rookie”, Display a Prompt: “Would you like assistance with filling 

out this form?  Click OK to launch a dialog”.  If the User Clicks OK, Run a Rule that 

launches a process dialog helping them enter data into specific fields, one at a time.  If 

the user clicks Cancel, the prompt box will disappear, and the user can fill out the form 

as usual.   

o Alternatively, you can write another Prompt rule that you can tie to the Cancel button, 

so if they click Cancel (no help), you can then ask:  “Would you like us to turn off the 

previous prompt providing dialog assistance permanently?   Click OK to stop this, and 

the previous prompt, from appearing.  Click Cancel to be asked if you need help the next 

time you open this type of form.” 

- Create simple checklist processes, for your mobile users 

o Microsoft now supports code on the mobile phone, and you can use that to build a 

series of prompts on the form that show up and guide the user through a series of 

questions. 

 

The only drawback to this CAT is that we have found no legal way to change the prompts from OK and 

Cancel to anything else.  We’ll keep you posted... 

Display Alert 

This (admittedly poorly named) action will allow you to specify an alert message, and indicate if the save 

operation should be rolled back.  This rule is now deprecated, although we will support it indefinitely.  

But you can now use the ALERT Action type to show an alert, and a Display Alert Action Type is best 

used for for Data Validation.  You specify the conditions that are invalid in the Rule Conditions part of 

the Rule Definition form.  Then, you add a Display Alert message that will display an alert message to the 

user whenever those conditions are true.   
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If you set “Allow Record Save” to “No”, then this update will not be allowed to continue.  The form 

contents are not saved to the database.  This is similar to an Error Message. 

If you set “Allow Record Save” to “Yes”, then the update will be allowed to continue (the database will 

be updated).  This equates to a Warning Message. 

 

 

Note:  When create an Alert, or any action that uses the Message field, you can use ‘Single quotes’; but 

if you use “double quotes” or hit  

<Enter>  

you get an error (unmatched number of parenthesis.) 

 

Save 

Now that CRM does auto-save, and many organizations turn it off, you can now write a rule that does 

the save for you.  To use this is again pretty simple, just select Save as the action.  When you deploy it on 

a form, and the conditions are true, that form will be saved. 

Note that if you have onSave rules, JavaScript code, or pre-save plug-ins attached to this form, they may 

stop the Save from occurring.  Even after the user fixes the error condition, the rule has already fired, 
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and will not fire the save again.  So, best practices: make sure all required fields have data (in your 

condition set) before issuing a Save Action. 

Refresh 

This simple new CAT refreshes the current form.  You just select this action type on the Action Form.  

When you are back on the Rule Deployment record, you will specify WHEN to run this rule.  The form or 

forms you select there will have this rule deployed.  When the conditions are met, the current form will 

be refreshed. 

Note that if you have blank required fields, you will get the normal CRM error message, and the form 

will NOT refresh. 

Alert 

One of our new rules in 2015 is a simple Alert message.  To create an alert, simply select that Action 

Type and enter the Message you want to display on the Alert. 

 

It displays a message box in the middle of the user’s screen with a single OK button.  Note that they 

cannot do anything else in CRM while this Alert message is displayed; they have to click OK to continue.   
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So, use this wisely.  Less “in your face” options include Set Form Notification, which displays a message 

in yellow at the top of the form, but lets the user “ignore” it, and continue working.     Set Field 

Notification will make it so the user can’t save the record until you issue a Clear Field Notification action 

(typically in response to a change in the field involved in the data validation check). 
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Run Workflow 

You first need to create the workflow usin90g the OOB CRM Settings / Processes dialog.  Then, publish 

and create/update entity, and you can run it in response to any form event. 
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Run Rule! 

You can nest Visionary Rules rules. This will duplicate a “nested IF” type of programmatic structure: 

IF <conditions true> 

THEN <run rule> 

 IF <conditions true> 

 THEN <take action> 

To create this type of rule, just enter the entity, which you give you a filtered list of the rules you have 

built attached to this entity.  (Note: you can only run rules in the same entity that you are writing this 

rule for.) 

Run rule can be used to save you a great deal of time.  Let’s assume you have a dozen rules that only 

apply when the Case status is “In Progress”, and the Case Type is “Bug”.  They all may have an additional 

condition, but they share those two conditions.  You can write one rule that has those two conditions, 

and then use the Run Rule action to call another rule that perhaps has a condition of “Priority = High”, 

and another Run Rule Action to call another rule that has a condition of “Priority = Medium. 

Note that there is an Event Handler selection of “Run Rule”.  This reminds you that you don’t need to 

deploy a rule, as another rule will call it.  This is similar to a child workflow: you don’t allow the user to 

select it directly, but it is called by another process.  So, with Visionary Rules, you would place the event 

handler on the rule that CALLS the Run Rule actions, NOT on the rules that are called. 
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Custom JScript 

You can create a custom JScript Rule Type, which means that the entire rule is custom code.  But you 

can also create a standard IF/THEN rule that has as one of its actions, your piece of custom code.  To add 

this action, just paste in the code in the box provided.  Important Note!  As Visionary Rules automatically 

surrounds custom code with a function name and the flower box at the top of every rule, this code block 

should NOT include the function name.  This means that you cannot pass parameters to a custom JScript 

action.  If you have a function that requires parameters to be passed to it, that must be created as a 

standalone Custom JScript rule type. 
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Miscellaneous Action Types 
The action types above are the most frequently used, and Apps they have been created to group like 

capabilities.  

‘Process’ Action Types  

These Action Types enable administrators to modify the flow of the CRM form, and initiate other 

actions.  New to the 2016 version is the ability to affect Business Process Flows!  (These are explained in 

the next section.)   If you want to do data validation, this is the place to look (Field Eval or Set Field 

Notification, or Alert…)   We also have some new ways to communicate with the user, including the 

Confirm action type, see below.  

Rule Action Type 
Name 

Brief Description 

RUN RULE! Run another Visionary Rules (so you can nest rules).  This enables you to 
generate rules of any complexity, and also can simplify your code libraries, 
and the efficiency of your code.  For example, if you have a number of rules 
to fire if 3 conditions are true, you can write one rule with those three 
conditions, and then add “Run Rule” actions to apply additional conditions 
and actions. 

Set Option Set List Define which values appear in an option set.  If you have 20 values in an 
option set, you may not always want all of them to appear.  Using this rule, 
you can identify which of the options are available, when the conditions you 
specify are met.  This enables you to create hierarchical option sets; or 
option sets that depend on the value of another option set (or any other 
field). 

Set Focus Move the cursor to a specified field for input. Very useful when paired with 
rules that validate data.  If your conditions aren’t met, use the display 
message action to tell the user what is wrong, then set focus to that field. 

Run Workflow Run a CRM workflow.  You can write a CRM workflow and indicate it should 
fire on save, and you check the boxes indicating which fields, if changed, will 
fire the workflow.  Well, if any of those fields are changed, this workflow will 
run.  If the workflow conditions are not met, then the workflow doesn’t really 
do anything; but you have a record in the Workflow item on the form.  
Instead, you can use Visionary Rules to write those conditions, and indicate 
the workflow to run.  Now, that workflow will only fire WHEN the conditions 
that cause the workflow to actually do something are met.  Users can then 
see workflows that actually modified data in the left nav bar. 

Return Function 
Value 

If you already have, or write, a function to do complicated processing, and 
the end result is a value that you want to assign to a field, use this action 
type.  For example, set a Case due date to the result of your algorithm that 
combines create date, priority, and customer type to prioritize the queue… 

Display Alert  Poorly named, this will DISPLAY A MESSAGE and allow you to STOP THE 
SAVE (error message), or allow it (warning message).  (Suggest using Set 
Field Notification instead.)  

  

We added several very interesting new Action Types we classified in the ‘Process’ category in the 2015 

release. 

Rule Action Type 
Name 

Brief Description 
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Confirm Enables communication with the user on the form!  You define a message, if 
the user clicks OK, run one rule, if they click Cancel, run another.  Simple, 
but powerful.  See the detailed section below for Use Case examples. 

Save Saves the form.  Now you are back in control, not auto-save. 

Refresh Refreshes the current form.  (Note: this will trigger all onSave validation 
rules, JavaScript, and .Net plug-ins.   If any exception condition fires and a 
message displays, the record will no longer be refreshed.  (Until they fix the 
condition and you run a rule that does the refresh again..)    

Alert Displays a good ol’ message box, the user has to click OK before moving on.  
Use sparingly, or use Set Form Notification or a Prompt...  (Or, just put a 
condition that checks a value from the User’s profile... if they say so, stop 
showing the alert...)  

Set Field 
Notification 

The new way to do data validation.  Write up the error state as the condition 
set, and this action displays an error message attached to the field that you 
select, and user cannot save until they enter data, which triggers a rule you 
write to Clear Field Notification.  Then, you run your data validation rules 
again... 

Clear Field 
Notification 

Once you issue a Set Field Notification rule, the user cannot save the form 
until they enter a field value, or you run a rule that issues a Clear Field 
Notification command   Typically, they are both tied to a field change event. 
Run the Clear Field Notification rule first, and then run through your data 
validation rules, which will Set Field Notification again if necessary. 

Set Form 
Notification 

You know that “Install Outlook” message you get in a yellow band at the top 
of the form?  That’s a Form Notification Message.  You can create your own 
message, in response to any combination of conditions, for example data 
values on the loaded form. 

Clear Form 
Notification 

Removes a Set Form Notification message.  (Note: only one Set Form 
Notification message at a time can be set, so this clears any out there.  
Typical best practices call for creating a rule with the “Set Form Notification” 
action set as a THEN action, with the Clear Form Notification: as the ELSE 
action.   So, when your conditions are true, you show the message, when 
they are no longer true, you clear it. 
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Affect Controls 

We have 15 actions that affect controls, which include: IFRAMES, Nav Items, Web Resource Controls, 

and Subgrids.   

Action Type Name Description/Usage 

Hide IFRAME Conditionally hide the IFRAME based on logic, and form data. 

Show IFRAME Conditionally show the IFRAME.  Typically use with Hide 
IFRAME, one as a “THEN Action”, the other as an “ELSE 
Action”. 

Set IFRAME Source KEY one!  If you have an IFRAME linked to a web page, and 
want that URL to vary based on data on the form, use this 
rule! 

Set IFRAME label If you use Set IFRAME Source to change what the URL to the 
page is, you could also change the label on that IFRAME 
control on the CRM Form. 

Set Focus to IFRAME Could use this to transfer control to your IFRAME. 

Hide Web Resource Control If you use web resource controls to display images, you could 
use this to suppress an image… 

Show Web Resource Control And use this to display an image (or any web resource 
control) 

Set Focus to Web Resource Control Set focus to the image 

Set Web Resource Control Label Set the label 

Set Web Resource Control Source Set the source. 

Hide Subgrid  Useful to reduce the information normally presented in the 
right panes in the new refreshed forms.   

Show Subgrid If conditions warrant, you can bring back sub-grids you have 
previously hidden. 

Refresh Subgrid Refresh the contents of a sub-grid on a form. 

Set Focus to Subgrid Set focus to a sub-grid on a form. 

Set Subgrid Label Can change the sub-grid level, based on other data. 

 

The following actions are valid on old style 2011 forms, but no longer have any effect on the refreshed 

CRM 2016 style forms, due to changes in the CRM interface.   

Hide Nav Item  

Show Nav Item  

Set Focus to Nav Item  

Set Nav Item Label  
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Hide IFRAME 

Hide an IFRAME from view on a form. 

Show IFRAME  

Typically use with Hide IFRAME, one as a “THEN Action”, the other as an “ELSE Action”.  As with all 

hide/show rules, this is easy: just specify the IFRAME control name to be hidden or shown. 

 

Set IFRAME Source  

KEY one!  If you have an IFRAME linked to a web page and want that URL to vary based on data on the 

form, use this action! 

Set IFRAME Label  

If you vary the source, you may also want to vary the label. 

Set Focus to IFRAME  

Could use this to transfer control to your IFRAME, but it may not work reliably onload, due to other 

asynchronous functions changing data after all script has been run. 

Web Resource Controls  

The same 5 actions exist for web resource controls.   

We’re light on explanation here because you need to have a good deal of technical acumen to create a 

web resource control or IFRAME, and if you have that acumen, you’ll understand how to use these. 

Hide Web Resource Control If you use web resource controls to display images, you 
could use this to suppress an image… 

Show Web Resource Control And use this to display an image (or any web resource 
control) 

Set Focus to Web Resource Control Set focus to the image 

Set Web Resource Control Label Set the label 

Set Web Resource Control Source Set the source. 
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Using BPF Action Types 
Repeating the table shown in the Introduction, this lists all of the BPF Action Types. 

CRM CAT Name What does it do? 

Collapse BPF Will minimize the BPF grid.  It is still there, but you have to Expand it again 
before you can see the BPF on the form.  (Note that the user can use the 
OOB controls to Expand a BPF that you have programmatically Collapsed.) 

Expand BPF Expands the BPF grid to its full size.  By default, when you open a form, the 
current BPF for that record appears, expanded.  (Users can also manually 
expand a collapsed BPF.) 

Hide BPF Will completely remove the BPF from the form.  Essentially the same as 
collapse, except the user cannot re-display the grid by expanding it, they’d 
have to select a new Business Process Flow from the menu. 

Show BPF Will show a previously hidden BPF.  Please note:  this command ALWAYS 
works on the CURRENT BPF!  If you want to display a particular BPF, use Set 
Active BPF instead! 

Set Active BPF One of the most valuable actions, this can switch the BPF to the one you 
want the user to see and use.  (Because a collapsed or hidden BPF is of no 
value to your user, we automatically Show and Expand the BPF that you 
select when you set it active.) 

Move Next Stage Will do the same thing as when Users click the Move Stage button, except 
you can do it automatically based on any conditions you specify. 

Move Prev Stage Same things as the User clicking the Move Prev Stage button, except you 
can now do it based on data values on the form.. 

 

Using these action types is extremely simple, and we will guide you through every step.  To create an 

action listed in the table above, just follow the directions in the section of the same name, below.   
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BPF Action Types 

Visionary Rules 2015 introduced 7 BPF (Business Process Flow) Action Types; this table describes what 

they do: 

CRM CAT Name What does it do? 

Collapse BPF Will minimize the BPF grid.  The Stages are still there, but you have to 
Expand it again before you can see the BPF steps on the form.  (Note that 
the user can use the OOB controls to Collapse a BPF, or Expand a BPF that 
you have programmatically Collapsed.) 

Expand BPF Expands a collapsed BPF grid to its full size, so you can see the steps.  By 
default, when you open a form, the current BPF for that record appears, 
expanded.  (Users can also manually expand a collapsed BPF.) 

Hide BPF Will completely remove the BPF from the form.  Essentially the same as 
collapse, except the user cannot re-display the grid by expanding it, they’d 
have to select a Business Process Flow from the ellipsis menu. 

Show BPF Will show a previously hidden BPF.  Please note:  this command (and 
HJide/Expand/Collapse) ALWAYS works on the CURRENT BPF!  If you want 
to display a particular BPF, use Set Active BPF instead! 

Set Active BPF One of the most valuable actions, this can switch the BPF to the one you 
want the user to see and use.  (Because a collapsed or hidden BPF is of no 
value to your user, we automatically Show and Expand the BPF that you 
select when you set it active.) 

Move Next Stage This will move the flag that designates the current stage to the next visible 
stage in the current BPF. Will do the same thing as when Users click the 
Move Stage button, except you can do it automatically based on any 
conditions you specify. 

Move Prev Stage Moves the flag indicating the current stage to the previously visible stage. 
Same things as the User clicking the Move Prev Stage button, except you 
can now do it based on data values on the form. 

 

This functionality is only available in the Visionary Rules Suite. 
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Collapse BPF 

This is pretty easy, all you have to do is select the Collapse BPF Action.  The full details to create a rule 

that will collapse the BPF that is currently on the form are: 

1) Do the steps listed under “Creating Your Rule / A: SETUP THE RULE” above to create your rule, 

and optionally specify any conditions. 

2) Do the steps listed to create a new THEN Action.   

a. On the ACTION Form, select the entity. 

b. Select the “COLLAPSE BPF” action.  That’s it! 

3) Do the steps listed under ““Creating Your Rule / C: RUN YOUR ACTION” above. 
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Expand BPF 

This is also easy, all you have to do is select the Expand BPF Action.  The full details to create a rule that 

will expand the BPF that is currently on the form are: 

1) Do the steps listed under “Creating Your Rule / A: SETUP THE RULE” above to create your rule, 

and optionally specify any conditions. 

2) Do the steps listed to create a new THEN Action.   

a. On the ACTION Form, select the entity. 

b. Select the “EXPAND BPF” action.  That’s it! 

3) Do the steps listed under ““Creating Your Rule / C: RUN YOUR ACTION” above. 

 

 

Hide BPF 

Again easy, all you have to do is select the Hide BPF Action.  The full details to create a rule that will hide 

the BPF that is currently on the form are: 

1) Do the steps listed under “Creating Your Rule / A: SETUP THE RULE” above to create your rule, 

and optionally specify any conditions. 

 

2) Do the steps listed here to create a new THEN Action.   

a. On the ACTION Form, select the entity. 

b. Select the “HIDE BPF” action.  That’s it, because the Hide BPF action always works on 

the current BPF, so there is no need to specify it. 

. 

 

 

3) Do the steps listed under ““Creating Your Rule / C: RUN YOUR ACTION” above  
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Show BPF 

Please note: you might expect this action to make a specific BPF appear on the form.   That is not the 

case, that action is done with the “Set Active BPF” Action Type.  This simply reverses a “Hide BPF” 

action, and makes whatever BPF is currently active for this record appear on the form. 

This is pretty easy, all you have to do is select the Collapse BPF Action.  The full details to create a rule 

that will collapse the BPF that is currently on the form are: 

1) Do the steps listed under “Creating Your Rule / A: SETUP THE RULE” above to create your rule, 

and optionally specify any conditions. 

2) Do the steps listed to create a new THEN Action.   

a. On the ACTION Form, select the entity. 

b. Select the “COLLAPSE BPF” action.  That’s it! 

 

 

3) Do the steps listed under ““Creating Your Rule / C: RUN YOUR ACTION” above. 
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Set Active BPF 

An important one, this CHANGES the active, current BPF associated with THIS ENTITY RECORD that is 

currently displayed on the form. 

To perform this action, you have to select the Entity, the Action, and the BPF to activate. 

     

** PLEASE NOTE: Because you will typically want to let the user interact with this new BPF, Visionary 

Rules automatically issues a SHOW BPF and an EXPAND BPF AFTER setting the BPF you specify as the 

current BPF.  This will cause the BPF to appear, ready for the user to work with, after this action has 

been completed. 

If for some reason you want to hide or collapse the BPF after setting it active, you’ll have to issue those 

actions with a larger sequence number than the Set Active BPF action, so the system will set the active 

BPF, show it, expand it…. And then hide or collapse it again. 

The full details to create a rule that will change the active BPF that is currently on the form are: 

1) Do the steps listed under “Creating Your Rule / A: SETUP THE RULE” above to create your rule, 

and optionally specify any conditions. 

2) Do the steps listed to create a new THEN Action.   

a. On the ACTION Form, select the entity. 

b. Select the “Set Active BPF” action.   

c. In the Lookup field that appears, select the BPF you want to show from the list provided. 

3) Do the steps listed under ““Creating Your Rule / C: RUN YOUR ACTION” above. 
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Move Next Stage 

This deceptively simple sounding action has a few caveats.  First, it will do what it says, move to the Next 

(visible) Stage. 

Note: you can only move to the next stage that is visible on the form.  If, for example, you have 

branched stages, if one of those stages is hidden because the conditions that display it resolve to false, 

then you cannot move to that hidden, branched stage.  (Of course, with the full version of Visionary 

Rules, you could set the field values so that the conditions to make that branched stage appear are 

true… and then move to that next stage..) 

The full details to create a rule that will collapse the BPF that is currently on the form are: 

1) Do the steps listed under “Creating Your Rule / A: SETUP THE RULE” above to create your rule, 

and optionally specify any conditions. 

2) Do the steps listed to create a new THEN Action.   

a. On the ACTION Form, select the entity. 

b. Select the “MOVE NEXT STAGE” action. 

c. The “Select the Business Process Flow to affect” tab appears, and the BPF Lookup field is 

now required for input.  Either type the name, use wildcards, or select the BPF that 

contains the stages you want to move from and to, from the lookup. 

 

d. In the Current BPF Stage field, select the stage that would be currently active, and you 

want to move away from. 

e. In the To Next Stage field, select the Stage you want to Move To. 

Please Note:  the “Current BPF Stage” is a filtered lookup (OOB CRM Capability) that only shows the 

stages for the current BPF.  Additionally, the “To Next Stage” field is a filtered lookup that only shows 

the stages that can possibly appear as the next stage, given the stage you selected in the Current BPF 

Stage.   

For example, if you have a BPF that has Stage A, an optional branching Stage A1, Stage B, and Stage C.  If 

you select Stage A as the Current BPF Stage, then your choices in the “To Next Stage” BPF would be:  

Stage A1 (if the conditions would show the branch), and Stage B (if the conditions would NOT show the 

branch).  Stage C would only show if you selected Stage B as the Current BPF Stage. 
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3) Do the steps listed under ““Creating Your Rule / C: RUN YOUR ACTION” above. 

Move Prev Stage 

This deceptively simple sounding action has a few caveats.  First, it will do what it says, move to the 

Previous (visible) Stage. 

Note: you can only move to the stage that is visible on the form and just before the current stage.  If, for 

example, you have branched stages, if one of those stages is hidden because the conditions that display 

it resolve to false, then you cannot move to that hidden, branched stage.  (Of course, with the full 

version of Visionary Rules, you could set the field values so that the conditions to make that branched 

stage appear are true… and then move to that previous stage..) 

The full details to create a rule that will “Move Prev Stage" and make the previous stage the current 

stage are: 

1) Do the steps listed under “Creating Your Rule / A: SETUP THE RULE” above to create your rule, 

and optionally specify any conditions. 

2) Do the steps listed to create a new THEN Action.   

a. On the ACTION Form, select the entity. 

b. Select the “MOVE PREV STAGE” action.   

c. The “Select the Business Process Flow to affect” tab appears, and the BPF Lookup field is 

now required for input.  Either type the name, use wildcards, or select the BPF that 

contains the stages you want to move from and to, from the lookup. 

 

 
 

d. In the Current BPF Stage field, select the stage that would be currently active, and you 

want to move away from. 

e. In the To Prev Stage field, select the Stage you want to Move To. 

Please Note:  the “Current BPF Stage” is a filtered lookup (OOB CRM Capability) that only shows the 

stages for the current BPF.  Additionally, the “To Prev Stage” field is a filtered lookup that only shows the 

stages that can possibly appear as the previous stage, given the stage you selected in the Current BPF 

Stage.   
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For example, if you have a BPF that has Stage A, an optional branching Stage A1, Stage B, and Stage C.  If 

you select Stage B as the Current BPF Stage, then your choices in the “To Prev Stage” BPF would be:  

Stage A1 (if the conditions would show the branch), and Stage A (if the conditions would NOT show the 

branch).  Stage C would never show in the “To Prev Stage” field because it is the last stage in the BPF. 

3) Do the steps listed under ““Creating Your Rule / C: RUN YOUR ACTION” above. 
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Chapter 4: Rule Types other than IF/THEN/ELSE 
If you have the Professional or Advanced versions of Visionary Rules, you have the ability to create rules 

using some special Rule Types we have developed over the years in response to customer need.  The 

other rules types are listed in the table below, and explained in this chapter. 

Rule Type Usage 

CASE Also known as Switch/CASE this rule evaluates an option set (or lookup) and 
allows you to specify a different action depending on which value exists in this 
field on the current record.  This enables you to more quickly define rules based 
on an option set value.  (Anything you can create in a CASE rule type can also be 
created in the IF/THEN/ELSE rule type.) 

Count Children Count the number of records linked to a parent.  For example, you can count the 
number of Contacts linked to each Account.  This Rule Type uses a post-save 
plug-in that reads our custom entities to do these operations.  (Use this Rule 
Type if you want to control WHEN this aggregation occurs.  If you don’t care 
about timing, use an OOB Rollup field.) 

Sum Values Across 
Children 

Specify a field to sum, and the parent entity field to store the summation. For 
example, you can total the sum of all opportunities linked to an account. This 
Rule Type uses a post-save plug-in that reads our custom entities to do these 
operations. (Use this Rule Type if you want to control WHEN this aggregation 
occurs.  If you don’t care about timing, use an OOB Rollup field.) 

Filtered Lookup Create a custom filtered lookup.  Extends CRM’s OOB functionality that lets you 
filter on ONE Field (where it equals a field from another entity).  Our Filtered 
Lookup lets you use any Advanced Find view as the basis for the filter.  You can 
substitute the ‘constants’ you would select in Advanced Find filter criteria; thus 
the current values of multiple fields on the form can be used to filter the lookup. 

Custom JavaScript Allows you to paste in JavaScript code that you have manually written, outside 
of Visionary Rules.  This enables you to define a complete library of rules that are 
in effect for a given entity. 

Custom Function You can create a custom function in Javascript, and use it as part of conditions or 
actions in other Visionary Rules you build. 

Return Value You can create a function using our forms (no coding) that returns one field 
value, and you can then use the result of that function in the conditions of other 
rules. 

Clone (Can be also 
handled via native 
workflow… this 
rule type is being 
deprecated) 

This rule type requires a bit of customizations outside of CRM to define a toolbar 
button that will execute the Clone action.  This Clone rule type allows the rule 
designer to define the fields that are cloned from one entity to another.  Note: 
this rule type is very similar to CRM OOB Relationship Mapping.  It was 
introduced to allow one of our clients to clone the same record type, e.g., create 
a new account record from the existing account record. 

 

Each of these Rule Types will be explained in detail on the following pages. 
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CASE 
The CASE Rule is the only rule type that gives you the ability to specify conditions, and actions to take in 

response.  You can do anything you can do with a CASE Rule with many IF/THEN/ELSE Rules.  The CASE 

Rule Type is just a convenient shorthand, particularly in the following conditions: 

- You have an option set field, and you want to do a different action when each option set value is 

selected by the user. 

- You have a lookup field where you want to perform specific actions on a few selections, and 

default to one action for the rest 

- You have a very hierarchical rule structure, with perhaps many onload rules.  All of the rule 

depend on the value of one key, required field.  You can write one case rule that is the only rule 

you fire onload (or onchange of that key field).  That case rule fires another rule that contains all 

of the logic for that one value. 

Prep work 

To use the CASE Rule Type, first do the following prep: 

1) Take a look at that field, write down all of the options, and the actions you want to take for 

each.   

2) If you have “groupings”, where you are doing multiple actions, and/or the same action on many 

options, consider creating a rule that just does those actions.  You can then just call that one 

rule, and again simplify your code. 

3) Sometimes many rules share similar conditions, grouping those as a run rule can save time 

building rules. 

4) If you think through the entire rule, you might find that you have TWO layers of CASE rules… 

Build the bottom layer first.  , 

5) Think about the “ELSE” condition.  What if NONE of the options you specified are taken?  (You 

can use this as a strategy, as well.  In other words, a CASE Rule doesn’t HAVE to list all of the 

options: you can delete several that do the same thing, and just have the ELSE action take care 

of it.  But things change, so primarily use the ELSE as a catch all.) 
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To build a CASE Rule Type: 

1) Select that in the Rule Type field.  You should notice a “Case Source Field” appears as a required 

field.   Enter the field that you want to validate, to do something different for each, or most, 

values.   

 

 

2) Hit the Save button.The form will repaint with “Step 5” showing.  This is the Event Handler 

section.   

 
3) On a Case rule, we’ll typically want to run that rule onChange of that Rule Case field, so select 

“Specify Field”, and select the Field (Preferred Method of Contact, in this case). 

4) Scroll down the form to the CASE Section, and enter the “Case Source Field”.  This is the field 

whose values, when selected by the user, will trigger different actions. 
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6) Optionally, enter a default Action for Each Option.  This action will be added to every option. If 

more than one option has the same action, this can save time. You can then edit each line to 

make any changes you need to make for each option. 

7) Optionally, enter a default ELSE action (this field is at the bottom of the grid).  This will happen if 

the field value doesn’t match one of the options identified in the grid. 

 
8) When you have entered the CASE Source Field (and the optional THEN and ELSE actions), click 

SAVE. 

Our plug-in will now create records in the grid, one record for each of the possible selectable values 

in the option set or lookup field you specified.    

If you specified a default THEN action, then the grid will have that listed as the action on each line.  

Otherwise, the action will be blank, and you need to open each of those lines and specify the action 

to do when that value is selected. 

Entering Actions for Each Case 

After you save the Rule Case rule definition, the grid re-paints with all of the possible field values listed. 

 

Now, you need to edit each record, and enter the Action you want to perform, for each case. 
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As an example, consider the Preferred Method of Contact field, and the desired behavior.  If the value is 

Any, then no fields are required.  If the Preferred Contact field is Email, Then the Email address field is 

required.  If fax, fax.  If mail, then I can require the Address Block.  And if Phone, I should require ONE of 

the phone fields.  (Requiring one field conditionally is easy.  Phone number is trickier, and will be 

discussed below.)  

But what if the user clicks Fax, and then the customer changes their mind to Phone?  Well, then you 

would want to set fax back to NOT be required…  Work through all of the scenarios, and one plausible 

way to meet this requirement is to first set all of these fields to be NOT Required!   So, I can set multiple 

fields to be not required in one rule, and then I can run that rule FIRST every time we run these rules, so 

that first we set all of the fields to be not required, then we (for example) set the one field that should 

be required, to be required.  So that would be a good rule to set as the DEFAULT RULE! 

And this introduces one more key point about CASE Rule Types: you can have MORE than one ACTION 

per option!  While it may not look it, you can in fact create multiple rows with the same condition, and 

as long as they are all kept together, you can do multiple actions for one, or each, valid value in an 

option set. 

Tip: use wildcards.  All of the actions we build follow the same naming convention.  So you can search 

for “SET*NOT*REQ*<field name>” and whittle down the list so you can easily select the desired 

condition. 
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Aggregation 
Visionary Rules also does things that do not generate JavaScript.  Specifically, our “Aggregation” rule 

type allows you to calculate the SUM, COUNT, MAX, MIN, and AVERAGE of any set of data.   

For example: you can automatically update and display in your Account header the number of Contacts 

and Opportunities linked to this Account.   

- Or, you can “Sum Fields Across Child Entities”.   You can now calculate the total expected value 

of all opportunities tied to each account.   

- Using our MIN operator, identify the NEXT Expected Close Date for each Account, evaluating all 

of that account’s opportunities.  

- Using our MAX Aggregation Type, identify the largest deal each sales rep is working on (by 

adding a field to the User entity, and using our MAX aggregation type to compare all 

opportunities owned by this user.) 

- Similarly, find each support rep’s AVERAGE time to close a call, or each sales rep’s average time 

to close a deal. 

 

 

  
Note:   Important 2015 Update:   

Honesty is our only policy.   

So we have to let you know that Microsoft has added a capability in Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM 2015 called a Rollup Field that can do what our Aggregation Rule 

Type does for 2013 CRM users.  In 2015, you can create a new field to Count, Sum, 

and calculate the Min and Max for any field on the many side of a one-to-many 

relationship.  (This finally solves the “Not In” Problem.)  

It is very easy to do in CRM, so we strongly advise all 2015 CRM customers to use 

Rollup fields, not Sum and Count Visionary Rules Aggregation types. 

Now, there still are some limitations with how many of these you can have in CRM 

(10), and you can specify more granular conditions with our tool, so we support 

this functionality in all versions. 

If you have 2013 Aggregation rule types defined, they will still work in 2015 and 

later versions of our product. Please review a copy of the 2013 Visionary Rules user 

manual if you want to use Aggregation rules in CRM 2015.)  But honestly, unless 

you have hundreds of them, or need that granular control, we advise re-writing 

them in CRM 2015 as Rollup fields. 
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Filtered Lookup 
In CRM OOB, you can create a filtered lookup by filtering the lookup by one field value, from another 

lookup on the form.   Sometimes, that simple “field A value equals Field B Value” isn’t granular enough 

to filter the data the way you really need it to be filtered.  

Visionary Rules will enable you to create such a custom filtered lookup, without coding.  Our Filtered 

Lookup lets you use any Advanced Find view as the basis for the filter.  You can substitute the 

‘constants’ you would select in Advanced Find fields; thus the current values of multiple fields on the 

form can be used to filter the lookup. 

Summary of Steps 

Creating this rule is different than any other type.  We start in CRM: 

1) Create an advanced find query that returns the data that you need. 

2) Click on the “Download Fetch XML” button on the Advanced Find toolbar. 

3) Open the file, select all, and Copy the XML. 

4) Open a new Visionary Rule Definition record, select “Filtered Lookup” as the type.  Paste in the 

Copied XML, and save. (See below for help formatting the fetch xml.)  

5) The Condition Detail grid will now show the filter criteria from your Advanced Find query, and 

you can modify them to take field values, instead of the hardcoded values you used in advanced 

find. 

Example 

For example, you can create a filtered lookup on the Opportunity entity OOB that filters the Contact 

based on the Account field value, so that you only see the Contacts you work for that company.  

However, if the Account field isn’t filled in, you won’t see any contacts.   

So, you could create a query that returns only Contacts for the Account if the Account was filled in, or 

return any Contacts that DON’T have an Account name filled in. 

 

The details: 

1) Create an advanced find query that returns the data you want to see in the lookup 

This is the “prep work” for this rule type.  Whatever entity you want to return data from, start the 

advanced find query against that entity.  Whatever fields you want to show in the Lookup Box, select 

those fields as columns for your advanced find query.  Whatever fields you want to have act as filters, 

put in a filter criteria on the advanced find query builder that contains that field name. 

Note that you need to HARDCODE criteria that you really want to make variable, and take from the 

current value of that field on the form.  We will get to that in a bit.  For now, just create the advanced 

find query AS IF the fields on the form had the values you identified in the Advanced Find filter criteria.  

In other words, just specify one valid set of criteria that return the values you’d expect. 
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So, in this example, note that I have an OR query defined.  So, rows will be return if Contact does not 

have any value in the Company Name field – OR – if the Company Name is “Adventure Works (sample)”. 

So, this will return the two test Contacts I created that don’t have any Company Name, AND the 3 

employees of Adventure Works.   

Obviously, what I hope to do is return any Contacts that do not have a Company Name, OR match the 

Company Name on the Opportunity form.  To do so: 

2) Click on the Download XML button on the Advanced Find toolbar. 

 

3) Copy the XML. 

4) Open a new Visionary Rule Definition record, select “Filtered Lookup” as the type.  Paste in the 

Copied XML, and SAVE the Rule Definition. 
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Important Note:  Valid Fetch XML for this rule type means everything from <fetch> to </fetch>.  Please 

delete any dashes before nodes, before saving. 

This was from original paste; this won’t work.  Remove the dashes. 

  

So that it looks like this: 

 

5) The grid will now show the filter criteria from your Advanced Find query, and you can modify 

them to take field values, instead of the hardcoded values you used in advanced find. 
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The Condition Details grid should have values in the Condition Field field. 

 

In our example, there are two items in the grid.  One has a blank hard coded value, which 

corresponds to the “Company Name is blank” part of our query.  The other has a GUID in the 

HardCoded Value field.  Open the record with the GUID in the HardCoded value field to replace 

this value with the current value of the Company Name on the loaded form.  

 

6) Change the “Field on Form” field from blanks to the field you want to vary this lookup by; that’s 

the Company field, which is on the Opportunity as Potential Customer.  Notice that the hard 

coded value field is now blank, and the value that WAS there has been moved to the Original 

Hard Coded Value field.  (This is the GUID of the field you used in advanced find, and is used by 

our engine to replace that with the guid of the potential customer, when this code is run.)  

7) When you return to the rule, and look at the grid, you can see Potential Customer now appears 

in the first column, and no GUID in the second, for the record we just modified. 
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a. Finally, we need to specify WHEN this filtered lookup is to be altered from the definition 

when the form loaded, to our new definition.   Typically, you want this to run when the 

form loads, and whenever the “Field on Form” fields change.   

8) Click the Validate button, as our work here is done. The status should come back to Ready to 

Deploy. 

Note: if you have a status of validation error, click on the Deployment Errors button, under the 

navigation arrow for this rule, at the top of the form. 

 

You might see something like this: 

 

Regardless of the error, something needs to be fixed for this rule to be deployed into production.  When 

all is well (status says “Ready to Deploy”): 
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9) Click the Deploy button. 

10) I always check to make sure Deployment History says Success, and then I can test. 

11) When I go into the Opportunity, if I change the Account Name, and click on the Contact Name, a 

different list of contacts should appear. 
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Process Anniversaries 
Since CRM was first released, people have been looking for ways to handle birthdays.  You can find some 
blogs that handle it, with in depth coding instructions that only handle the birthday problem. But that 
requires you to know how to code; hence the reason Visionary built this no-code solution. 
 
What about any date field where you want to do things based on the date being this month or next 
month?  How about last month, within X Days, this day of the month, or even 1 week from now?  What 
if you could sum fields based on these kind of date operators?   
 
As a result of a customer request, all of this is now possible in Visionary’s “Dynamics 365 Process 
Anniversary Rules” app, available on AppSource!  
 
One of our customers wanted to sum up values on a custom entity when certain date fields were this 
month or last.  No way to do that without extensive coding skills – until now!  With Dynamics 365 
Process Anniversary Rules app’s easy to use interface the rules can be specified and then run nightly, on 
demand and anything in between! 
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Birthday/Anniversary Components 

To make this work, you will need to define the following integrated components: 

(1) Modify an existing CRM entity to create a field to capture the result of the “birthday check”. 

(2) Setup Dynamics 365 Process Anniversary Rules app to add the metadata for the entity 

(3) Create a CRM Rule Definition 

(4) Build and Schedule a Workflow 

(5) Do something with your new information 

Step (1) Basic CRM Customization 

While this Visionary technology can process anniversaries many ways, the easiest way to demonstrate 

this technology is to work with birthdays.  Specifically, we suggest that you create a field on the Contact 

entity to identify those Contacts with “upcoming birthdays”.  If our process updates this field, according 

to the conditions you describe, then you can run a flow; send emails; find the Contacts with an 

upcoming birthday using advanced find, and create bulk phone call activities; in short, use any of the 

CRM OOB technologies to process the birthday or anniversary any way you like. 

In this example, we suggest creating a Boolean field called “Upcoming Birthdays”. 

(a) If you are not in the Settings area already, in the Dynamics 365 9.x UI, click the ‘gear’ icon and 

select ‘Advanced Settings’ to get to the ‘legacy’ system admin area. (The menu also says “Show 

in Classic mode” in some instances.) 

(b) Navigate to Settings / Customizations (or Solutions), and open the Customizations area. 

(c) Open the entities folder, and the entity you want to work with, click Fields, and New. 

(d) Create the field as a “Two Options” (Boolean) field, which allows yes/no options. 

(e) Optionally, place the new field on a form, and/or a view.  (Can be done later, not critical for 

creating a birthday rule.) 

(f) Save and Publish all 
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Your new field should look something like this. (Note: if selecting a “two Options” field as we suggest, 

ensure the default remains set at “No”. 
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Step (2) Setup Metadata 

Now that you have your “upcoming birthdays” field defined as a field on the Contacts entity, the next 

step is to run a setup routine that will capture your CRM metadata for the entity you wish to run an 

“anniversary” rule on.  The most likely case will be that you want to run the rule on the Contacts entity, 

to find, for example, all Contacts with an upcoming birthday.   

Note that our flexible architecture lets you create an anniversary on any entity: for example, you 

could run it on your “installed products” custom entity to identify the maintenance renewal date 

for each customer, and e.g. send out an email informing them of their upcoming renewal bill. 

But let’s start with the basics: to find Contacts with an upcoming birthday, you need to run the 

“Create/Update Entity” process for the Contacts entity. 

To do so, if you haven’t done so already, click on “Settings / My Apps”, and select the Visionary Rules 

app. 

 

(a) Click on the “hamburger” icon in the top left; it shows a tool tip of Site Map.  This will expand 

the icon tree so you can see each of the entities available in this app. 
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(b) Click on the Configuration entity under the Setup group.  The Configuration page will appear. 
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Note: if you page says “it looks like you haven’t installed Rules yet”, click the Install button, and 

come back to the Configuration page after 10 minutes or so…  It should now look like the above. 

(c) Select the entity from the dropdown list of available entities, in this case, “Contact”. 

(d) Click the “Create/Update Entity Information” button.  You will see a message box display.  (Scroll 

to see the full message.) 
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(e) Click the OK button. 

(f) Now, navigate to the “Deployment History” entity.   You should see one line that says 

“Create/Update Contact” (or whatever entity you selected in the drop down on the 

Configuration page. 
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The system will self-generated about 20 jobs (the number depends on the amount of assets: 

forms, fields, etc.) in the entity selected. 

 

(g) Continue clicking the Refresh button until the top line of the grid shows a status of “Success”. 

Your entity is now ready for you to write your first rule against! 
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IMPORTANT NOTE:  you can always run “Create/Update Entity”, so if you want to add another 

custom field to an entity, and use that in rules, repeat this process: 

 

- Navigate to the legacy Settings page. 

- Customize CRM and add the new field to the proper entity. 

- Save and “Publish all customizations” 

- Go back into the Visionary Rules app. 

- Navigate to the Configuration page. 

- Select the entity in the option set on the Configuration page.  

- Run “Create/Update Entity” on that entity. 

- Navigate to the “Deployment History” tab to await the completion of the setup job 

and to ensure it completed with “success” status. 

 

Step (3) Create a CRM Rule Definition 

The CRM Rule Definition forms allows you to build “Rules”.  Typically, these rules create JavaScript that 

affects the form display.  To solve the anniversary problem requires a different architecture: we need to 

specify criteria that a nightly batch job can use to determine whose birthday or anniversary is upcoming. 

While there are several different options, the simplest is to define a field to check, and a condition, and 

a field to update when the condition is true.   

So, for our example, we want to create a new field called “Birthday is Today”, and update that to True 

whenever the Contact Birthday field has a month and day that match today’s date.  The ability to 

“ignore the year” is what makes this new Dynamics 365 Process Anniversary Rules app feature work.  

Once the Dynamics 365 Process Anniversary Rules app engine has set the Birthday is Today field to true, 

you can then use workflow to, for example, generate an email, or a phone call activity to wish your 

Contact a happy day… 

To begin: 

(a) Navigate to CRM Rule’s Rule Definition entity 

(b) Create a new Rule Definition entity record.  
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(c) Give the rule a name; select the Entity, and set the Rule Type to “Process Anniversary”. 

 

The first few fields on the form should look something like this: 
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Once you select the “Process Anniversary” rule type, the form will re-paint and display the 

Process Anniversary tab, and related fields.

 
 

(d) The next decision to make is what field you want to check dates for.  In this example, and 

typically, we want to select the out-of-the-box Birthday field on the Contact entity. 
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(e) Next, select the “anniversary operator” you want to use.   You can choose from the following: 
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There are three main types of operators:  one compares just the month, one compares just the day, 

several compare the month and day.  These just give you a different “notice period” before the 

anniversary, giving you time to affect your internal birthday or anniversary processes. 

Process Anniversary Operator Meaning Usage 

Anniversary This Day of the 
Month 

Only the DAY in the 
Date field specified 
is compared 

If you need to do the same thing 
on the same day each month: 
renew a license, e.g. 

Anniversary This Month Only the MONTH in 
the Date field is 
compared 

For yearly processes that don’t 
need to be processed on the exact 
day, but within the current month. 

Anniversary X Days From Now Month and Day are 
compared to a 
number you enter 

This gives you a chance to define a 
task that gives you time to 
complete a process before the 
anniversary date (send a formal 
letter, allowing for post office 
delivery times). 

Anniversary 1 month from 
now 

Month and Day are 
compared, with a 
one-month lead 
time. 

A similar way to give yourself a 
complete month to affect the 
anniversary process. 

Anniversary is Today The month and day 
are equal to today 

If you want to call your contacts 
on their birthday, this is the 
simplest way. 

Anniversary 1 week from now Month and Day are 
one week from 
today 

Gives you a week to complete the 
anniversary process.  (Same as 
Anniversary X Days from now, 
putting in 7 as the number of 
days.) 
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Your Process Anniversaries tab should look something like this: 

 

(f) Once you have built your rule, click the Validate button to create the technology that will 

implement your rule.     
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The Rule Status should be set to “Ready to Deploy”. 

(If the status is “Validation Error”, click on the Related menu, and select “Deployment Errors” to get 

details on the issue.) 

 

(g) Click on the “Deploy” button.  You will see this message. 

 

 
(h) Navigate to the Deployment History entity, and refresh until the top line “Deploy Part 5” shows 

success. 
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The Rule Status will now show “Deployed”. 

Please note: this process creates a system job that will run each day, at the same time you 

Deployed the rule.    If you are on-premise, you can modify the time for this job.  For online, 

more creative solutions are required.  The easiest is to simply Deploy the rule at the desired 

time.  Another solution can be found here:  

http://blog.clickdimensions.com/how-to-schedule-workflows-in-microsoft-crm-online/ 

Please contact us at Visionary for assistance in this area, if needed.  

  

http://blog.clickdimensions.com/how-to-schedule-workflows-in-microsoft-crm-online/
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Step (4) Build a Recurring Workflow 

Once you have defined and deployed your rule, the system will create an XML file that contains your 

instructions, as entered in the ‘Anniversary Details’ for the rule. 

You can trigger this workflow anyway you like; to test, I certainly suggest a manual workflow. 

(a) Navigate to Settings / Processes 

(b) Create a new Workflow, with similar characteristics as shown below: 

 

 
(c) In the Create step, select the Rule Name, Rule Type and Entity Name.   The Rule Name and Entity 

Type should be filtered to display only those rules with a Rule Type of “Process Anniversaries”. 
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Step (5) Do Something with the updated field 

This step uses the standard CRM out of the box workflow to do something when that date field is 

updated.  In our example, when the process runs, it will update the “Upcoming Birthday” field for all 

Contacts whose birthday is within 7 days.  You can then write a workflow that fires on change of the 

“Upcoming Birthday” field.  Your condition should state: “If Upcoming Birthday = TRUE”, then do 

whatever process you like. 
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Custom JavaScript 
The Custom JavaScript rule type gives you the opportunity to paste in JavaScript code that you have 

manually written, outside of Visionary Rules.  This enables you to define a complete library of rules that 

are in effect for a given entity.  (Note: alternatively, you could have manually written rules in one web 

resource file attached to the form, and allow Visionary Rules to automatically generate the web 

resource file that contains the code generated by Visionary Rules.   Some users have wondered if they 

can instead just have one web resource file per entity to capture ALL JS code, and that is what this 

chapter explains. 

If you already have JavaScript written and deployed in your CRM system, you have several choices:   

- Leave it just the way it is; the Visionary Rules functions won’t interfere with your custom 

JavaScript code, and your custom code won’t interfere with Visionary Rules 

- You have some custom code already written, but the order in which those functions have to fire 

are intertwined with the others you define in Visionary Rules.   You’ll want to create one 

Visionary Rules for each function. 

o In this case, create one Visionary Rule Definition record for each custom JavaScript 

function, paste the code in, (remove the header and the last semi-colon), and Validate.  

The generated code should be identical to your old function. 

- You have some custom code, but just want to treat that as one rule, just so you can have all of 

the code in Visionary Rules.   

o You can create one new Visionary Rule Definition, and paste all function code in there. 

o Call the function in Visionary Rules the same name as the “first” function in your code, 

and remove that function definition from the code, as Visionary Rules will re-create that 

line. 

o Remove the final semi-colon, as Visionary Rules will add that, as well. 

CAVEAT:  At this time, we do not allow the passing of parameters into the Custom JavaScript rule type. 
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Return Value (Function) 
You can create a function using our standard “IF/THEN/ELSE” condition and action structure that returns 

one field value if the condition set is true, and one value if the condition set is false.  Here’s the reason 

why you might want to do this:   

You can use the result of functions in the conditions or actions of other rules.   

So, again, this does NOT require you to write any code, but you can write one rule that can be used as a 

condition or action in another rule. 

We’ll detail the mechanics of how you build a return value rule type later, but first we’ll illustrate how 

you can use the function in conditions and actions. 

Using a Return Value Function in Conditions 

On the Condition form, you first specify a condition type.   To reiterate, the four valid condition types are 

listed below. 

Condition Type Visionary Rules allows you to specify four types of conditions: 
FOV: Field <Operator> Value.   (Account Type equals Customer) 
FOF: Field <Operator> Field      (End Date greater than Start Date) 
FNOV: Function <Operator> Value    (CalcDaysOpen greater than 7) 
FNOF: Function <Operator> Field.     (CalcDaysOpen greater than ElapsedDays) 

 

Comparing Functions to Constant Values 

Using the <Function> <Operator> <Value> condition type will enable you to specify conditions like “Days 

Case Open > 5”, where you have a function, like our “CalcWorkdays” function, that would count the 

time from Case createdon date to today, excluding weekends.  If that function returns a number of days 

in this case, greater than 5, then this condition would evaluate to true.  (You could then invoke an action 

like run a workflow to send an email to the boss, and elevate the priority…) 

Comparing Functions to Field Values 

Also on the Condition form you can specify a condition type as <Function> <Operator> <Field>.  This will 

enable you to specify conditions comparing the function return value to a field value.  For example, let’s 

say you’ve made it so your response hours vary by priority, so if this is a high priority, you put in 2 days 

in the ResolveInDays field, otherwise you put in 4 days.  You can then run a rule that has a condition like 

“DaysOpen() >= ResolveInDays”...  so that when the number of days open reaches the Resolve in Days 

number, you can create an email, or change the priority, or do whatever your process requires. 

Using Custom Functions in an Action to set a field value 

You can also use a Custom Function in the Actions area, by using the “Set Field to Function Return 

Value”.  As the name implies, if you have a function that returns a value, then you can set a field to that 

value using this rule. 
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Example: Hiding Ribbon Buttons Conditionally 

We have built two global return value functions into our Visionary Rules Function library: one simply 

returns “false”, and the other returns “true”.   If you have used the CRM Ribbon Editor before (if not, 

you should) you’ll know that you can specify a function name that, if it return a true value, the button 

will be displayed; if the function returns false, it will not.   

Returning those values as an action in a rule (typically, returning ‘true’ as the then action, and ‘false’ as 

the else action), means you can enable or disable ribbon buttons based on any combination of 

conditions of data on your form. 

For example, you can hide a button if the user is not a system admin.  You can hide the quote button 

until the status equals “Approved Opportunity”.  Again, in response to any data you have available to 

you as a user opens the form, you can use these functions to affect the visibility and click-ability of the 

CRM buttons on the ribbon.  

Building a Return Value function 

A return value function enables you to specify a condition set using our Condition forms, and return one 

value if that condition set is true, and one value if it is false. 

Fields on the Form 

After you save a rule definition record with the function return type set, it will re-display the form with 

some fields unique for this rule type.  This section identifies how to fill out those fields. 

 

Field Name Type Valid Values Usage/Notes 

Function Return Type Lookup Boolean 
Customer 
Date 
Int 
Lookup 
Option Set 
Owner 
Partylist 
Regarding 
Text 
UniqueIdentifier 

Your “return value” function returns a value 
that can be classified by one of the valid 
values.  This will enable you to write 
conditions and actions appropriate for this 
data type (our forms will display a date control 
if you return a date value, text for text, etc.  
Note that a lookup is used to capture the 
value for a Customer, Lookup, option set, 
Owner, partylist, or Regarding field types. 

Return Value Type O/S Constant 
Calculated 
Concatenated 
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Custom Function 
The Custom Function rule type is for advanced users that can code, or use, a JavaScript function.  You 

can specify the Return value datatype, and an unlimited number of function parameters.  When you run 

this rule, the parameters will capture the data from the form fields specified and pass that data into the 

function.   

As this function returns a value, you can use it to assign that value to a field, or use it in Conditions. 

Clone 
This rule type requires a bit of customizations outside of Visionary Rules to define a toolbar button that 

will execute the Clone action.  This Clone rule type allows the rule designer to define the fields that are 

cloned from one entity to another.  Note: this rule type is very similar to CRM OOB Relationship 

Mapping.  It was introduced to allow one of our clients to clone the same record type, e.g., create a now 

new account record from the existing account record.   As the functionality of this rule type can also be 

handled via CRM OOB workflow, this rule type is being deprecated. 


